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House considering savings and loan bill
Two Kentucky congressmen caught in controversial issues
Thunderstorms

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

WORLD

Tonight: Periods of thunderstorms with heavy rain possible.
Low in the mid 60s. West wind
10 to 15 mph. Chance of rain 80
percent.
Wednesday: Cloudy and turning cooler with a 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. High 75 to 80

NATIONAL

BEIJING — Authorities put border guards on alert today for Fang
Lizhi, the prominent dissident who took refuge in the U.S. Embassy to
avoid arrest, and accused him of behind-the-scenes manipulation of
pro-democracy protesters.
BONN, West Germany — Mikhail S. Gorbachev, working to ease
.the divisions of postwar Europe, says Moscow and Bonn have begun
"a new chapter" in relations that could bring a new era of peace to the
continent.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — They've toured his house, marveled at the
gold records and jeweled jumpsuits and checked out his lavish airplanes. And now, for the Elvis fans who thought they'd seen it all,
there's more.
WASHINGTON — The wife of House ethics committee chairman
Julian Dixon earned over $150,000 in two years from an investment of
less than $15,000 in companies that help run stores at Los Angeles
International Airport.

STATE
FRANKFORT — Nine people in Jackson County were charged
with buying or selling votes by absentee ballot in last month's Republican primary election, the attorney general's office said.
LOUISVILLE — A state official involved in implementing a feder
al rule that prohibits most Kentucky family-planning programs from
discussing abortion expects patients will be unaffected by the change.
FRANKFORT — The state's hard line on brucellosis — tougher
regulations that made it mandatory for cattlemen to rid themselves of
herds infected with the contagious disease — was unpopular but will
now pay dividends, a beef producer says.

savings and loan industry.
Both backed some reform provisions as the bill moved through the
committee process, but Hubbard,
D-lst District, and Bunning, R-4th
District, also voted in committee to
give the thrift institutions more leeway than many critics contend they
deserve.
The legislation would permit
scores of unhealthy thrifts to be

closed down at a cost of billions of
dollars to the American taxpayers.
For the surviving institutions, the
bill would establish new operational requirements in hopes of preventing another such debacle. The
main question is how rough those
requirements should be.
The measure also would overhaul the federal system for regulating thrifts and insuring their

(Cont'd on page 2)

Reflections

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush has won praise for proposing the clean air package his predecessor wouldn't touch, but he
faces division over provisions on
acid rain, airborne toxic chemicals
and auto emissions.
"I think he got an A for effort,"
Ricbard Ayres, chairman of the
National Clean Air Coalition, said
Monday after Bush announced his
proposal. "He's heading in the
right direction."
Ayres' reaction was typical of
the praise that flowed from environmentalists, industry spokesmen
and lawmakers. Viewing Bush's
proposals as generally positive,
they nonetheless took issue with
particulars.
Ayres, for example, said he was
concerned the plan put too much
emphasis on new, cleaner fuels
rather than cleaning pollution from
existing gasoline engines.
A reunion of 1940-era Coldwater residents was held Saturday at the Homeplace Restaurant in Murray.
Oi er 60 guests attended the supper get-together.
Staff photo by Mark Cooper

LAS VEGAS — Mike Tyson was a 15-year-old kid with a dream
when Sugar Ray Leonard beat Thomas Hearns for the undisputed welterweight title. With Tyson in the third year of his reign as heavyweight champion, Leonard and Hearns finally got around to the
rematch Monday night. Leonard retained his title.
TORONTO — Disgraced sprinter Ben Johnson admitted under oath
Monday that he had taken steroids for years even though he knew the
drugs could be harmful and that they were banned by sports officials.
INGLE WOOD, Calif. — The Los Angeles Lakers, who had just
swept through the playoffs, are just a game away from being swept
themselves in the NBA Finals.
NEW YORK — The best show at Yankee Stadium last weekend
wasn't Boston against New York. It was watching Wade Boggs and
Don Mattingly hit a baseball.
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Survey: relating more important than 3 R's
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentuckians responding to a new
poll want students to leave public
schools able to handle problems
posed by the workplace and home
life, said the executive director of
the state education panel that
released the survey.
In the telephone survey, conducted by the University of Kentucky',,s Survey Research Center,
respondents were asked to rank the
importance of skills for high school
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SPORTS

LONDON — The dollar fell
in moderate European trading
late this morning as the market
tried to find a new trading
range, foreign currency dealers
said.
Gold prices rose.
Dealers in West Germany
said the market was nervous
after the dollar hit its highest
level since November 1986 at
around 2.0370 marks on
Monday.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. House is preparing to act this
week on a so-called "savings and
loan bailout" bill that has caught
two Kentucky congressmsen in a
host of controversial issues.
Reps. Carroll Hubbard and Jim
Bunning — members of the House
Banking Committee, which drafted
the bill — insist they support tough
new rules to govern the nation's

deposits.
In part because of the legislation's far-reaching impact, but also
because of the savings and loan
industry's reputation for political
activism, the measure's, progress
has been watched closely by consumer groups and other interests.
Thrifts and their trade associations gave House and Senate candidates a total of nearly $4.5 million
in campaign contributions, in the
past three elections, according to
an analysis by The Wall Street

4
8,9

Subscribers who have not received their home-delkered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Projected production for Kentucky's
winter wheat crop is the highest
since 1982 and the third most
wheat ever produced in the state,
the Kentucky Agricultural Statistics
Service said.
That projection comes amid U.S.
Agriculture Department reports that
nationwide estimates are at an
11 -year low of 1.41 billion bushels,
down 10 percent from last year's
harvest and 2 percent below the
May forecast.
The new estimate, based on June
1 surveys, compared with last
month's forecast of 1.43 billion
bushels and the 1988 winter wheat
harvest of 1.56 billion bushels.
The June I forecast for Kentucky. at 23.4 million bushels, was
unchanged from the May I
forecast.
The statistics service said growers were reporting increased dis(Coed on page 2)

graduates in 11 categories.
The three R's — reading, writing
and arithmetic — finished seventh
on the list.
Leading the list were the skills
of understanding human behavior
and relating to others, and managing households and personal
finances.
"The things that bang out high
are not the traditional," said Roger
Pankratz, executive director of the
Council on School Performance

Standards, which released the
survey Monday.
Participants in the poll included
the general public and a group of
"opinion leaders" who are business, education and government
leaders.
The council, appointed this year
by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson as part
of his plan to restructure Kentucky's schools, will use the survey to
prepare a report on how to measure
schools' effectiveness in teaching

needed skills.
That report, expected in Septem- •
ber, could lead to a new role for
schools in the wake of last'week's
state Supreme Court decision that
struck down Kentucky's, public-education system.system.
During a visit to Hazard on
Monday, Wilkinson said the council's work had "absolutely not"
been pre-empted by the ruling.
(Coal'd on page 2)

New wheels

Carolyn Adams shows oil the Calloway County Public Library's new bookmobile that will tour the county
distributing books in upcoming weeks.
slot photo by Mark ((toper
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Clearing of Mayfield creek scheduled
for summer of 1990, Hubbard reports
Frequent flooding along the
Mayfield Creek and its tribularies
which has caused damage to both
farmland and urban areas in a three
county area will, hopefully, no longer occur after the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers completed a
scheduled clearing project in late
summer or early fall of 1990,
according to U.S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard (D-KY).
Hubbard stated today after a
conference with Colonel O'Brene
Richardson, district engineer for
the Corps' Memphis District, that
the decision to clear the creek has
been made and work should begin
shortly after the Corps of Engineers
awards the $2,070,000 contract in
June '90 with completion expected
by late summer or early fall of next
year.
The clearing, or channel restoration, of Mayfield Creek will consist

(Cont'd from page 1)
Journal.
Hubbard got S24,225 in donations for his 1988 campaign alone.
And last year he pocketed S4,250
in honorariums, or speaking fees,
paid by thrifts. Bunning's 1988
campaign contributions from savings and loan interests totaled
S6,950; he got no honorariums
from thrift groups.
On the theory that a thrift's lending practices will be more responsible if it has more of its own money
at risk, the bill would strengthen
requirements for the amount of
capital that savings and loans must
maintain as a buffer against losses.
The "capital standard"
approved last month by the House
committee would require thrifts to
have at least 3 percent of their
assets in cash or tangibles easily
converted to cash. Most important,
after 1994 a thrift could not count
what's called "supervisory good
will," a fictitious bookkeeping
asset that regulators allowed some
thrifts to use to meet capital
requirements when they took over
insolvent thrifts.
While reformers say this ban is
• necessary if the new standard Is to
have teeth, many thrifts oppose it
as too severe.
The U.S. League of Savings
Institutions, the biggest industry
group, argues that thrifts relied on
-good will" in deciding to take
sick thrifts off the regulators'
hands and that the government
should not renege now.
"A deal's a deal," said Kentucky league president Jack Rhorer,
who said that at most, only three or
four Kentucky thrifts have a potential ."_good wilt" problem.
Hubbard voted for the commit-

of selective clearing, and snagging
of vegetation and debris and excavation of significant sediment
deposits along some 26 miles of
channel from the creek's confluence with the Mississippi River
upstream to U.S. Highway 45 near
the Graves-McCracken County
line.
Land within Carlisle, Graves and
McCracken Counties lies within
the nearly 450 square mile drainage
area of the creek.
"I am extremely pleased with the
news conveyed to me by Colonel
Richardson that Mayfield Creek
will, indeed, receive the attention
of the federal government," Hubbard said.
"Each year, thousands of acres
of farmland and commercial property are flooded. Colonel Richardson and his predecessor, Colonel
Dale Means, have been extremely
tee's capital standard, but on certain other votes he sided with those
seeking to make it less stringent.
For example, he supported an
unsuccessful proposal to let federal
regulators exempt thrifts from the
"good will" restriction on a caseby-case basis.„,
That ametWent, whirch was
defeated 28-23, was oppos&I by
committee chairman Henry Gonzalez. D-Texas, and other supporters of a tough capital standard.
A similar amendment also was
Jefeated when the legislation was
sent to the Judiciary Committee;
among members of that panel
apposing it was Kentucky's Rep.
Romano Mazzoli, D-3rd District.
Like Hubbard, Bunning voted for
the amendment to allow the caseby-case exemption on "good
will.” He also voted against the
committee's underlying capital
requirement.
However, in earlier banking subcommittee action on the bill, Bunning voted with those seeking to
prevent a weakening of the capital
rule.
In an interview, Bunning denied
that he changed his position, noted
thg The bill is complex and said
it's a matter of opinion which
amendments strengthened and
which weakened the requirements.
Bunning, who voted to approve
the committee's final version, said
he does not want to see the capital
requirements made less stringent
on the floor.
Hubbard. who also voted to
approve the bill in committee but
supported the industry on several
key votes in the subcommittee,
declined last week to answer questions about his views of the
legislation.
He issued a written statement
vowing to vote on the floor "to
-maintain the strongest p-ossitte"capital standards."

Parade of stars

Mid&UUKWAL

helpful to my staff and me regarding ways to reduce the damage
caused by the flooding.
"Hopefully, after completion of
the channel restoration project, the
area will be alleviated of this reoc
curing nightmare." concluded the
eight-term democrat from Mayfield
Authorization of the project is by
Section 208 of the Flood Control
Act of 1965, and the improvements
to the channel will occur according
to environmentally sensitive stream
obstruction removal guidelines.
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Survey...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Children at all ages and ability
levels need more than the minimum
basic-skill standards the state sets
for them now, Wilkinson said. "No
matter what we do (in response to
Athe ruling), we have to have that
information."
Ranked behind reading, writing
and arithmetic were government,
politics and economics; science and
the environment; and history, literature, the arts, languages and
geography.
Ranked least important by both
the general public and the business•
and government leaders was computer and technology skills.
"We see this pretty much as the
public saying that we want education that is usable, regardless of
whether you go to college or go on
to work," Pankratz said.
In coming up with the 11 categories, Pankratz said the council's
staff contacted six groups — made
up of employers, teachers, school
administrators, parents and students
— in Paducah, Hazard, Lexington
and Bowling Green.
During the survey, the respondents were split into two groups —
637 members of the general public
and 201 people classified as business, education and government
leaders, or "opinion leaders."
The margin for error for the
survey's random sample was plus
or minus 4 percentage points, he
said.
The survey also ranked 13 values
or beliefs.
Both the "opinion leaders" and
the general public ranked "honesty
and integrity" as the most important value. "The free-enterprise
system" was ranked least important by both groups, just below the
"importance of service to
society."
The survey also found that for
the most part, only those values
ranked least important — including
the free-enterprise system, democracy and concern for the environment — were widely considered to
rononsibillty. of .schools.

60000
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Scenes like these will be repeated as the 2nd Annual Freedom Fest gets underway July 1-4 in Murray.
Above, Hee Haw regular Jeff Smith visited with a Murray resident at the United Way booth in the street
fair; below, Grand Ole Opry star Porter Wagoner rode past the Calloway County Public Library in the
parade. Both the parade and street fair are planned for the morning of July 4, with a wide varlet) of other
events during the festival to be announced later.
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Bush...".

He proposed that limits on tailpipe
emissions of ozone-producing
hydrocarbons in existing cars be
tightened by almost 40 percent.
A proposed 10-million ton
reduction in sulfur dioxide from
coal-burning power plants, a major
cause of acid rain, would mean a
50 percent cut in these deadly
emissions.
And Bush said industry should
be required to use new technology
to curb the release of cancercausing toxic chemicals into the
air.

(Cont'd from page 1)
Much criticism also came from
groups with vested financial interests, who said Bush went too far.
The coal industry and officials
from mining states, for instance,
predicted utility customers would
pay for the switch to low-sulfur
coal.
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell summed up the remarks of
many when he called Bush's plan
"a significant departure from the
The most critical voices came
negative environmental policy of
from
the National Coal Association
the Reagan administration, which
Robert C. Byrd, D-W.Va.
Sen.
and
opposed every clean-air bill considByrd
the acid rain provisions
said
ered
Congress
by
(Cont'd from page 1)
for the past eight
would unfairly penalize the highease, insect and lodging problems, years."
Mitchell, D-Maine, was chief sulfur coal areas like his state "by
but overall condition of the crop
sponsor
of the major clean air bill leading to massive switching from
remained good.
last
year,
and his elevation to high-sulfur to low-sulfur coal."
Combining was expected to be
Richard L. Lawson, president of
very active next week, the service majority leader this year has led to
National Coal Association,
the
numerous predictions of an end to
said.
called
some provisions "unnecesa
decade-lo
ng congressional
Yield is forecast at 52 bushels
sary,
unduly
harsh and economicalper harvested acre, down 2 bushels gridlock.
onerous"
ly
and warned that
Bush alluded as well to the prefrom last year's record high. Acres
ratepayers
"electric
will likely pay
vious
inertia.
for harvest are up 18 percent.
more for electricity."
"Too many Americans continue
U.S. production is down largely
because of Kansas, where lingering to breathe dirty air, and political
Bush Chief of Staff John Sununu
drought and late-season freezes paralysis has plagued further prog- said the stiffer standards would add
dropped the 1989 forecast to 121 ress against air pollution," he said. 5 percent to 10 percent to utility
million bushels below 1988. U.S. "We've seen enough of this stale- rates in 18 states that burn high
winter wheat yield is expected to mate. It's time to clear the air." sulfur coal and contribute the most
average 34.5 bushels, compared
The proposal would attempt to to the acid rain problem. But he
with 39.2 in 1988, the service said. leave most cities free a urban said their rates would still fall
smog by the year 2000 and to below the national average.
The Clean Air Working Group,
sharply reduce acid rain pollution.
Bush recommended that auto- representing 1,950 companies and
makers be required to build and associations, said it recognized
sell methanol-powered cars in nine "the innovative, positive ideals"
urban areas plagued by dirty air. in Bush's plan.

Wheat...
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Choice (10-12 Lb.)

Ribeyes

Lb.$449

(No Charge For Wrapping & Slicing)

Country

$129

Bacon

Lb

Gibson's Best Sliced
$109
Lb .1

Bacon
Frosty Acre's

Baby Limas

$2199
20 Lb. Box

Frosty Acre's

Purple Hull Peas

20 Lb. Box

100% Gound 1/4 Lb.

Beef Patties

299
IMP

1946
14 Lb. Box

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
107 N. 3rd St.

Phone: 753-1601

Hours: 7:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. N-F; 7:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m Sat
We Ad:pot Food Stamps

Read the
want ads daily

W. Stanford Blalock, M.D.
announces the opening of a Murray, KY office
Wednesday, June 21, 1989
for the practice of

Plastic, Reconstructive & Cosmetic Surgery
Medical Arts Building Suite 108
300 South Eighth Street
Murray, Kentucky
Certified by the
American Board
of Plastic Surgery

70000

502-753-4614
Call for an
appointment

But the group said the alternatk'e
motor vehicle fuels plan was excessive, and agreed with the coal
industry that utilities — under the
Bush plan — would be unwilling to
spend money on new, clean coal
technology.
The technology would not
achieve results until 2005, according to the coal industry, too late to
meet the year 2000 deadline for
reducing sulfur dioxide.
Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif.,
called the Bush plan "a welcome
departure— from—the -Reagan adMinistration's lack of action, but
added: "I do not think the proposal
goes far enough in ... controls on
mobile sources (motor vehicles),
which are the single largest source
of ozone and carbon monoxide
pollution.
"The tailpipe emission standards
in force today are standards established in the Clear Air Act of
1970."
But Tim MacCarthy, director of
federal liaison of the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Assocation,
including the Big Three U.S. carmakers, said "we don't support"
tougher tailpipe emissions
standards.
He said the retirement of older
cars, increased emissions inspection and maintenance programs and
pilot projects on alternative fuels
are a Much better idea.
But he said "there is a very
good likelihood there will be some
tightening of tailpipe standards,"
Sen. Max Baucus, D-Mont., the
chief sponsor of clean air legisla.-.
Lion in the Senate this year, said,
"The rhetoric is good, but it's a bit
vague in the urban smog
provisions."
David Gardiner, of the Sierra
Club, called the air toxics part of
the bill "the weakest" portion of
the proposal. He said industry
would not have to use the best possible technology to reduce toxic
emissions, and predicted the Bush
standards "will not make a dent"
in the problem.

Firemen respond
to call for help
The Murray Fire Department
responded to one call Monday,
according to Code Enforcement.
At 4:57 p.m. an alarm malfunctioned at West View Nursing
Home. No equipment was used, thc
fire department only investigated.
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AROUND THE HOUSE
HOMES FOR AMERICANS
•r•
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Home plans for elderly described in booklet
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By ANDY LANG
member uses a wheelchair. It
AP Newsfeatures
details all the adaptations recommended for such a person, yet cauElderly persons, especially those
tions
the owner that some of them
using wheelchairs, often have specan be ignored, some expanded and
cial housing requirements.
In recent years, many architects some modified. For instance, it
have designed custom houses to may be decided that only certain
meet the needs of those with age- bedroom doors must be widened or
related impairments. Remodelers, that only one bathroom requires
too, have been requested to make adaptation to wheelchair use. The
changes that will make life more owner must always bear in mind
comfortable for the disabled or the marketability of the house —
those not actually disabled but that is, its potential for possible
elderly enough to exercise extra resale.
caution in their physical
In a house he designed for
movements.
wheelchair adaptation, Koty breaks
What must be taken into consid- down the plan into five categories
eration is that a house is sometimes — ramp and entranceway; doorshared with members of the family
ways and hardware; kitchen
who are neither elderly nor disab- cabinets and accessories; bathled nor in need of any special treat- rooms and accessories, and miscelment. Such a house must meet the laneous items. These include such
requirements of all its residents.
things as the elimination of door
In that connection, architect steps; the enlargement of the entry
Charles Koty of Searingtown, platform and having
it flush with
N.Y., has prepared a booklet that is the floor finish; specia
l saddles at
included with the blueprints of any the entrance door, and
dozens- of
house designed by him specifical- other moves designed
to make it
lyfor a family where at least one easier for the wheelchair
user to
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN
THE EXTERIOR OF THIS two-story. four-bedroom
house is accented by a
dramatic roof cavity. The inside features wall angles that enhanc
e the efficiency of
the floor plan. Plan HA1469K has 1,106 square feet on the
first floor and 884 on
the second. For more information write — enclosing a stampe
d, self-addressed
envelope -- to architect Charles Koty, 27 Barry Park Court,
Searingtown, NY
11507.
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YourIndividual
Horoscope
Frames Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 14, 1989
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Try to avoid an early morning
domestic quarrel. Career developments are surprising but to your
advantage. You may begin a home
decorating project.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You could be touchy today on the
job. Travel plans may be changed.
Partnership rapport is excellent
tonight. Romantic feelings grow
deeper.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
A disappointment could arise in
connection with a financial matter,
yet new options are open to you. Try
not to overspend pleasure seeking. A
difficult work situation is resolved.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
A partner may be under some
strain, yet you'll be making some new
plans today for your future. Don't stir
up a hornet's nest at home. Tonight is
very romantic.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You'll begin one new work project,
yet you may be disappointed about
another. A morning argument is
possible, but tonight favors reconciliations and family life.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Try not to argue with a friend about
money. You'll meet a testing situation
today in connection with a child.
Tonight favors get-togethers with
others and romance.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Morning hours warn against confrontations with bosses. However,the

fpg

ot€

sit

move around.
adjustable seat insert to provide the
One interesting item is the
extra height required. If the owner
recommendation that doors to bathwishes, and in lieu of a bathtub, a
rooms should swing outwards tow- -shower stall can
be provided to
ard the hallway or bedroom and be accommodate
a roll-in shower
of a certain width. Koty suggests chair, with no
curb or ledge.
providing a pulley system or some
Faucets for bathtubs and shower
other means to enable the person in sta4ls should be
off center for easy
the wheelchair to pull the door reach by the
wheelchair user. Tubs
closed once inside.
can be provided with a seat and
In the kitchen, where counters shower hose instea
d of a shower
should be about 29 inches high, head. Showe
r stalls should be
full -height cabinets are convenient equipped with
a built-in seat. A
to a wheelchair user. The sink thermostatic
ally controlled watershould have an open space beneath temperature
it for wheelchair accessibility. The shower can valve in the tub and
help prevent accidental
underneath hot water pipe must be scalding.
covered to prevent scalding. And
Adapting a house to wheelchair
the base cabinet should be deleted
use is easy if you plan
ahead.
next to the range so the range can
Review and decide on the requir
ed
be easily used. The range reguires
adjustments beforehand. Make sure
an opening of 30 inches. Where
all the necessary changes
are
feasible, the windows over the sink
included in the signed agree
ment
should be about 6 inches longer
with your contractor.
than specified to adjust to a
(Do-it-yourtelfers will find much
dropped counter top.
helpful information in Andy Lang'
s
The bathroom sink requires an
handbook, "Practical Home
open spacebelow for wheelchair Repairs,"
which can be obtained
accessiblity. You can install a stan- by sending S3
to this paper at
dard toilet fixture, adding an
Box 1055, Brick, NJ 08723.)P.O.

Exterior paint can increase home's beau

de

1

day should end on a upbeat note for
you on your career. Shopping is on
the spur of the moment.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Morning hours could find you blue
about a mai;ter from the past, but
later you'll begin a project. You're
both intuitive and inspired now.
Forge in new directions.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
Money both comes in and goes out
today. Before noon, a quarrel is
possible, but tonight brings a happy
resolution to a long-standing problem.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Difficulties in getting along with
others are possible early in the day.
Tonight new friends enter your life
and a romantic introduction is indeed
likely.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
1119k
An argument could arise over an
ethical concern today. Behind-thescenes developments in business are
to your advantage. Your loyalty is
appreciated by one close to you.
PISCES
ORNIP
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
•aaax
A relationship with a friend may
come to a critical juncture today.
Travel could well lead to romance. A
philosophical interest becomes dear
to your heart.

By READER'S DIGEST
For The Associated Press
A good exterior paint job can
greatly improve your home's
appearance and add to its value.
But before you take brush in
hand, all surfaces that will be
painted must be made ready. Dirty
or flaky surfaces will not hold
paint for long. Loose boards, leaky
gutters and faulty caulking will
undermine the best paint job.
Concrete
Scrub oily, greasy spots with hot
water and a detergent such as TSP
(Trisodium Phosphate). Rinse thoroughly and allow to dry. Patch all
holes and cracks. If the surface is
scaly or flaky, brush vigorously
with a wire brush. Finish by vacuuming the entire surface.
Wood Siding
Examine all areas of the structure being painted. Make sure it is
free of defects, particularly those
that permit water to penetrate the
wood behind the paint and cause
peeling and blistering.
Here are some trouble spots you
should correct:
— Repair small leaks in downspouts and gutters with asphalt roof
cement. Larger defects can be
patched with fiberglass and epoxy,
available in kit form. If the damage
is extensive, replacement of the
defective section may be needed.
— Check and repair seams, which
often develop leaks.
— Clogged outlets and downspouts are another source of trouble.
Clean them and keep them free of
debris at all times.
— Repair or replace drip cap

flashing at the tops of doors and
windows.
— Check door and window
joints for cracked or loose caulking. Remove loose material and
recaulk.
— Check windows for crumbling
or missing putty and replace it if
necessary.
— Check for loose boards. Nail
them in place, then sink the nails
and fill the holes with wood putty
to prevent rust stains.
— Patch damaged boards or
replace them. Seal exposed knots
in siding with shellac to prevent
discoloration by the resin in the
knots.
— Clean metal casement windows and railings thoroughly. They
should be free of dirt, rust and
grease. Use a wire brush to remove
loose rust and peeling paint, then
sand to the bare metal. Follow with
a coat of metal primer.
— Remove blistering, peeling
paint with a wire brush or scraper.
Large stubborn areas may require a
chemical paint remover or electric
paint softener. Paste-type chemical
removers that cling to vertical surfaces are best. Be sure to wear protective gloves and do a small area
at a time. If damage is extensive,
remove the paint down to the bare
wood, then sand the edges of the
remaining paint Smooth. Prime all
bare wood with a color compatible
with the final topcoat.
Wood Shingles
Check for loose or warped pieces
and renail them with aluminum
nails. If the building paper underneath appears damaged or torn, slip

GARDEN FRESH
SALADS!
Back by popular demand!

a piece of roofing paper the size of
the shingle under the shingle before
nailing it down.
Mildew
Mildew stains can be troublesome. They look like dirt but cannot be washed off with water.
Caused by fungi, mildew consists
of live growths which feed on
wood, paint, plastic and other
materials. If painted over, the mil-

dew will reappear, damaging the
new paint. Treat affected areas
with mildew remover, available at
paint and hardware stores.
(Need help on a home repair or
improvement project? Write Reader's Digest, P.O. Box 700,
Pleasantville, NY 10570-7000. Suggestions and tips will be offered in
future columns.)

Inherited orbital-in-line sander
giving homeowner trouble
Q. — I inherited a lot of power
tools from my grandfather. Among
them is a combination orbital-inline electric sander. I have used
separate orbital sanders in the past
but never had a combination type.
Can you tell me when I should
switch on the orbital sanding action
and when the in-line sander?
A. — The orbital action is used
for sanding the fastest, but when
you get around to the final finishing on the wood use the in-line
action. It's important the final
sanding be done with the grain of
the wood. Use the finest grade of
sandpaper for the in-line sanding.
Like all power sanders, the
machine should be kept in motion
at all times. Do not stop it on the
wood while the electricity is on or
you may get downslopcs on the

HERE'S HE
ANSWER
By Andy Lang
AP Newsfeatures
surface. Also, guide the sander
with very little downward pressure.
(The techniques of using varnish,
shellac, lacquer, stain, bleach,
remover, etc. are detaled in Andy
Lang's booklet, "Wood Finishing
in the Home," which can be
obtained by sending SI and a long.
stamped, self-addressed envelope
to Know -How, P.O. Box 477, Huntington,- NY 11743. _Questions of
general interest will be answered in
the column.)
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Cool Savings.
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YOU BORN TODAY are restless
&Rd --liable- --so experiment before
settling on a career. You work best
when inspired and are often dramatic
by nature. You can succeed in fields
requiring the taking of a chance
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CALL TOLL FREE 1400-874-7420

Jerry's cool, refreshing array of sun-ripened
fruit . . snapping-fresh garden vegetables
all whitemeat chicken and great-tasting seafood.
Just a few of the good things in Jerry's
Garden Fresh Salads, starting at only $3.49.

Piease rush my FREE color brochures and

cliscount information

NAME
STREET

FAMILY RESTAURANT
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STATE
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S. 12th Street - Murray, KY

17,500 BTU
24 monthly payments
of $26.45
Or
$6.10 per week for 104 weeks
'WW1 Approved Credo APR % 18 16

-Copper Coils

ONLY

$499

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
FREE DELIVERY!
On lhe Square

753-1713
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A reassuring step Service with a smile
at the P.O.
by Murray regents
We have been rather rough on the Murray State University Board
of Regents in recent weeks because of its, to us, quite inexplicable
decision not to renew the contract of university president Kala Stroup
next year. We have not backed off from that position one bit. People
disagree, and it suffices to say that the decision on Dr. Stroup is one
over which we shall never see eye-to-eye with those who engineered it.
But that is not to say that we intend to be perpetual antagonists of
the present board, and neglect to give credit when credit is due. That
would accomplish nothing. In fact, it would be a disservice to the
university and to our readers, the people it serves.
It is in this vein, then, that we wish to credit and thank the board
for its decision last week to formally authorize the establishment of a
"model center" at Paducah Community College that will enable
people here to work toward four-year degrees in specified study areas.
A similar cooperative program between MSU and FCC has been
conducted on a year-to-year trial basis for more than two years now.
But it has not been without detractors, particularly some who feared
such a program would deprive the Murray State campus of full-time
students and deprive the Murray community of the many benefits
such students bring.

When I lived in New Jersey, I
was certain that the clerks at my
local post office had attended training courses at the Marquis de Sade
School of Customer Service. The
words "please" and "thank you"
were not part of their vocabularies,
and they seemed to delight in torturously slow responses to even the
most simple patron request.
In my new home town — Murray, Kentucky — just the opposite
is true. The post office in Murray,
in fact, is another element that
makes the community a good place
to live and to do business.
With a mere 90 days on his new
job, local Postmaster Ronnie Hubbard — recently relocated to Murray from Morganfield, Kentucky —
tells me that improving service is a
priority of his. "The average person
expects us to be cold because we're
government employees," Hubbard
says. He is determined to change
that image.
One of Hubbard's first attempts
at changing the image of the
United States Postal Secvice was
launched on April 17, the reckoning day with Internal Revenue Service. Murray's Post Office served
coffee and doughnuts that day, in
an attempt to cheer up patrons who
came in to mail checks off to the
IRS. "I thought it might brighten
up their day a little," Hubbard
explains.
Hubbard believes that the postal
service is an important part of the
community, and such extra efforts
demonstrate a commitment to
ensuring customers' satisfaction.
In the first three months on the

We can understand that concern very well. Were the situation
reversed, we have no doubt there would be those in Paducah who
would think the same thoughts. However, as we have pointed out in
several articles during the past couple of years, the figures on the trial
program strongly suggest these concerns are unwarranted.
Enrollment at Murray State has continued to increase. Meanwhile it
has been observed that many of the people enrolled in the courses
offered by MSU on the FCC campus are "non-traditional students,"
people who could almost certainly not enroll at Murray because
family or job commitments (or both) make it impossible.
Nonetheless, the board members had to still be feeling some of the
pressure of the concerns in Murray about the program (not to mention
some resentment over the thrashing it received over the Stroup
decision) when a group of Paducah leaders appeared before it and
asked that the board take the next step and authorize the
establishment of a permanent cooperative program providing upperlevel courses at PCC. It had become apparent that somehow, some
way. Paducah was going to enter an agreement with some university
so that Paducahans could get four-year degrees substantially in their
own home town. Doing it in cooperation with Murray State was
obviously the most logical, and probably cost-effective arrangement
available for all parties involved.
We are happy that the board decided to move forward rather than
backwards on the issue. To do otherwise would have had a destructive
effect that we suspect would have extended far beyond the realm of
academics. It would have run counter to a spirit of regional
cooperation that leaders in both communities have agreed is essential
to this area's ability to retain existing jobs and attract new ones.
By S.C. VanCURON
What Murray State has done falls precisely within the definition of
what one would expect from a "regional university." The degree
and TODD DuVALL .
areas to be offered in Paducah — nursing, teacher education, science
Even before the Kentucky
,
business and liberal arts — make infinite good sense for a commun
Suprem
e Court issued its monuity
that bases much of its economy on health care and uranium
mental ruling on the unconstituprocessing.
tionality of the state's school system, the rumor mill was working
The logical final step, as always, is finding permanent funding for
overtime. It would go well beyond
the program. To date, a ;47,000 grant from Gov. Wallace Wlkinson's
Frankfort Circuit Judge Ray Corns'
office has covered the administrative costs of the Paducah project
,
original ruling on the lawsuit. It
with tuition and fees covering the academic expenses. But the time
would turn the schools, General
has come to call on the General Assembly to permanently fund this
Assembly, even the executive
"model center" now that it has so clearly demonstrated its worth
to
branch over to control by the
the people of this region.
state's highest court.
Given all that the legislature faces now that the Kentucky
It certainly went beyond Judge
Supreme Court has effectively ordered it to rebuild Kentucky's public
Corns' ruling, but the separation of
education system from scratch, one might think that it already has
its
powers seems reasonably intact.
hands full. But we feel that as long as the legislators are going to
be
The commonwealth, however, may
on the subject of education programs in 1990 anyway, it may as
well
never be quite the same.
eliminate the doubt about the Paducah-Murray program once and
for
'
Even though the court took 120
all and give it a permanent place in the state budget.
pages for a majority opinion, conWe hope that our legislators from this region, with the strong
curring and dissenting opinions,
backing of its citizens, will work together to accomplish this goal
what the judges said really is very
-during the next session.
-simple: -The-entire system-of public
Jim Paxton
schools in Kentucky is unconstituPaducah Sun

job, Hubbard has been busy assessing ways in which his office can
improve its performance. When he
realized that the south side of town
did not have the easy access to
postal services, for example, Hubbard sought solutions to the problem. Though nothing is yet finalized, he is busy negotiating
arrangement that will establish a
southside postal station. "I intend
to have something set up within the
next two months," he says.
Hubbard has implemented several new ides immediately; simple
changes that he hopes customers
will welcome. Some redecorating,
for instance, is coming up soon.
There are plans to repaint the lobby
area and to install some pictures
and plants.
"One morning I came in early
and took a look at the lobby from
the customer view," he says. Hubbard didn't like what he saw, and
initiated plans for an overhaul.
Hubbard mulls over creative
ideas during weekly drives home to
his family in Morganfield. Other
recent brainstorms spawned an idea
for an open house so community
members can get a better understanding of how the post office

functions. He'd also like to make
arrangements for employees' children to accompany letter carriers on
thier routes. That way, offspring
see firsthand what the parent's job
entails.
Still another inspiration will
come to life on July 17, when the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
mobile unit will be at the post
office to take blood pressure readings. "It's just another small way to
show the community that we care,"
Hubbard explains.
The post office demonstrates its
concern for customers each day at
5 a.m., when the first employees
come in to work. Thousands of letters, packages, and magazines are
sorted and processed for delivery.
Worker productivity is constantly
measured, with a standard of 18
letters a minute for someone sorting mail. Hubbard tells me that a
real pro can sort up to 40 letters
per minute, once they know the
route.
Regular mail at the post office is
not limited to the mundane. There
are daily shipments of crickets, for
example. And chickens, quails,
eggs, fish and snakes frequently
pass through the post office's portals. When bees are mailed, this
presents a unique challenge to postal workers. Sensing the presence of
a queen, bees from outside the post
office often find their way into the
building.
In his 19 years with the U.S.
Postal Service, Ronnie Hubbard
has encountered just about every
variable of nature, including human
nature. He has observed, for exam-

ple, that some people only come to
the post office to read the
"Wanted" posters. Some of the
other knowledge he has gained,
however, helps him to run his organization more effectively.
Realizing that motivation is the
key to improved service, Hubbard
seeks employee input and feedback
about changes. Moreover, he
adheres to the managerial approach
M.B.W.A. — Managing by Walking Around. Hubbard answers
employee questions, listens to how
they deal with customers, and constantly observes daily operations to
see if there are employee needs to
be met.

The week of July 10, postal
employees can participate in a voluntary training session on signing
for the hearing impaired. Hubbard
explains that the session will help
internal communications with any
hearing impaired employees. In
addition, employees will develop
another skill that will make it
easier to understand the needs of
aurally handicapped customers.
And the Post Office wants to serve
customers because they are the
heart of the business.
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Ronnie Hubbard is determined to
improve service through whatever
means are necessary. "We have to
remember," he says, "that we are
the only representatives of the Federal Government that citizens meet
on a daily basis."
If Ronnie Hubbard has anything
to say about it, those meetings will
be pure satisfaction for every Post
Office customer.
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Kentucky leadership will be put to test
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURICEEN
Ten years ago
Steve Alcott, district conservationist \kith U.S. Soil Conservation
Service showed slides and spoke
on need for soil conservation at a
meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Roger W. Perry and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Edward
Darnall. May 10: boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Sherwin Crouch, May 12; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Adams,
May 16: a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joel
Frizzell, May 23; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Stubblefield Jr., May
24.
Twenty years ago
Randy Lee. Michael Burchett,
Chris Aune, Alice Crawford,
Christy Lockhart and Cathy Lockhart, all of Calloway County,
attended the 4-H Camp Counselor
Training at Western Kentucky 4-H
Club Camp at Dawson Springs.
Jean Spann Williams and Bedford B. Wilson were married May
26 at home of Mr. and Mrs. Hugo
Wilson at Louisville.

Thirty years ago
Janet Like, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Like of Kirksey, Gary
Farris, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Farris of New Concord, and
C.O. Bondurant, area extension
agent, attended 4-H Regional
Resource Development Conference
held at Fontana Village, N.C.
R.L. Cooper spoke about Kentucky Crippled Children's Commission at a meeting of Murray Rotary
Club held at Murray Woman's
Club House. He was introduced by
Dr. A.D. ,Butterworth.
Forty years ago
Betty Carole Cotham, Barbara
Ashcraft, Wanda Diuguid, Peggy
Ann Rowland, Sara Ruth Calhoun
and Carolyn Carraway, Girl Scouts,
and Mrs. Tom Rowlett, leader, will
attend Girl Scout Camp at Bear
Creek June 19-26.
John David Thompson, son of
Mrs. Gela Thompson of Murray,
will receive his Master's deg% in
August from University of Texas,
Austin.
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tional. Not part of it. Not a dozen
or so laws or another dozen regulations. The whole blasted thing.
That includes everything from the
way the schools are funded to the
way teachers are certified; from the
state Department of Education to
the 178 school districts and school
boards. All of it out, because the
state's school system fails to provide every Kentucky child the constitution's guarantee of an equal
chance to receive an adequate education. The mind reels.
Then, the mind boggles at the
task ahead. If the present system is
unconstitutional, then an entirely
new system of public education
must be created, one that will guarantee that children living in poor
areas of Kentucky have the same
education opportunities as those
living in wealthier areas. The court
said The- -new -system may
parts of the old, but the new system

Commonwealth Comment

Misdemeanor offenders
are sometimes paroled

By MICHAEL D. WARD
Question: Can people serving
time for misdemeanors in the county jail be paroled?
Answer: First of all, let's once
again return to the basics.
Many people do not know the
basic distinction in felony crimes
and misdemeanor crimes.
A felony is any crime the conviction for which a person can go
to the penitentiary. The misdeameanor crimes are less serious
ones, but can still carry a maximum penalty of up to a $500.00
fine and 12 months in the county
jail.
There are basically 3 types of
prisoners serving time in the county jail. First are those awaiting trial
either on a felony charge or on a
misdemeanor. The second classification are those who have been
convicted of a misdemeanor and
are simply serving out their sentences in the county jail. The last
group of jail inmates would be
those who have been convicted of a
felony and sentenced to the
penitentiary but are incarcerated in
the county jail awaiting to be transferred into the state's correctional
system.
The parole of prisoners from
either jail or prison has traditionally thought to be an executive function. In other words, it has to be
done through the state correctional
and probation and parole agencies.
Since 1982, however, we have in
Kentucky what amounts to "judicial parole" for persons serving in
the county jails for the conviction
of misdemeanors.
The regular state parole board

does not consider for parole those
persons serving only for misdemeanors in county jails. However, an
inmate of the county jail serving a
misdemeanor sentence may petition
the sentencing judge for parole.
In fact, the judge might engage
the regular probation and parole
officer to conduct a background
check on the misdemeanant seeking
parole. The court may also conduct
a hearing and enter an order granting parole. The court may, like the
regualr parole board for felonies,
also place conditions upon the parole granted — such as steady
employment or restitution.
Once a court has allowed parole
for a person convicted of a misdemeanor, the supervision of that person will be conducted by the regualr probation and parole officer.
There is another statutory provision where a prisoner serving time
in the county jail on a misdemeanor conviction may be released
from time to time for several specified purposes. These include
release to seek employment, work,
attend an educational institution, or
for medical treatment.
Confinement in the county jail is
normally much more restricted than
time served in the penitentiary.
That is because the mobility is usually restricted to a single cell and
the inmate does not have access to
the same vocational and rehabilitation programs as convicted felons
are afforded.
It is perhaps for that reason that
the law has provided for both parole and temporary release to those
convicted of misdemeanors and
serving time in the county jail

in its entirety must accomplish
what the old did not. All this is left
to the General Assembly, which
also will have to keep watch on the
new system to make certain it continues to be equitable.
Not since the chaotic years of
the Civil War has a government of
Kentucky faced a challenge as
daunting — or so ripe with extraordinary opportunities. Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, Superintendent of
Public Instruction John Brock and
the 138 members of the General
Assembly quite literally must tear
apart the present system of education, determine how to make it
equitable from Letcher County to
Jefferson County, and then put the
system back together.
The political ramifications are
almost as awesome as the job
itself. Equitable school funding —
from Letcher to JeTfers-on — and
the source of that funding are sub-

jects that can turn elected politicians into quivering jelly. And,
there will be an army of special
interests of every kind pushing.
pulling and shoving to haveiiheir
way with whatever systeTh is
created.
The court has given the General
Assembly until the end of its 1990
regular session to make a substantial beginning. That's less than a
year away. If this historic task is to
be accomplished as the Supreme
Court expects, every ounce of leadership ability in the executive and
legislative branches will be needed,
and will be stretched to the farthest
limits.
Can it be done? The parents of
the commonwealth will be watching with the greatest possible interest to see what the governor, legislators and educators create in the
next 10 months.

Today In History
Today is Tuesday, June 13, the 164th day of 1989. There are 201 days
left in the year. .
Today's highlight in history:
On June 13th, 1966, the Supreme Court ruled in the case of Miranda vs.
Arizona that criminal suspects had to be informed of their constitutional
rights prior to questioning by police.
On this date:
In 1886, King Ludwig II of Bavaria drowned in Lake Starnberg.
In 1888, Congress created the Department of Labor.
In 1898, the Yukon Territory of Canada was organized.
In 1900, China's Boxer Rebellion against foreigners and Chinese
Christians turned violent.
In 1927, a ticker tape parade welcomed aviation hero Charles Lindbergh to New York City.
In 1944, Germany began launching bombing attacks against Britain •
during World War II.
In 1967, President Lyndon B. Johnson nominated Thurgood Marshall to
become the first black justice on the Supreme Court.
In 1971, The New York Times began publishing the Pentagon Papers, a
secret study of America's involvement in, Vietnam.
In 1977, James Earl Ray, the convicted assassin of civil rights leader
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., was recaptured following his escape three
days earlier from a Tennessee prison.
In 1981, a scare occurred during a parade in London when a teen-ager
fired six blank shots at Queen Elizabeth 11.
In 1982, King Khalid of Saudi Arabia died at 69.
In 1983, the U.S. space probe Pioneer 10 became the first spacecraft to
leave the solar system, eleven years after it was launched.
In 1986, Benny Goodman, the clarinet-playing "King of Swing," died
in New York at the age of 77.
Ten years ago: President Jimmy Carter proposed a "superfuncr to
clean up hazardous waste.
Five years ago: Prime Minister Indira Gandhi Of India announced that
the rebellion of Sikh soldiers enraged over the government's storming of
the Golden Temple in Amritsar was under control.
One year ago: A federal jury found the cigarette manufacturer Liggett
Group liable in the lung cancer death of a New Jersey woman, but innocent of fraudulently misrepresenting the risks of smoking.
Today's birthdays: Actor Richard Thomas is 38. Actress Ally Sheedy is
27. Tennis player Bettina Bunge is 26.
Thought for Today: "No sadder proof can be given by a man of his
own littleness than disbelief in great men." — Thomas Carlyle, Scottish
critic and historian (1795-1881).
Ity The Associated Press
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DATEBOOK
Library plans reading program

Ladies' luncheon planned at club

Sandy Linn, program director for Calloway County
Public Library,
announced that this Wednesday, June 14, will be the first
meeting of the
Summer Reading Program. The Preschool Group for
ages 2, 3, 4 and 5
will meet from 2 to 3 p.m., and the Grade School Group
for children just
completing grades K through 5 will meet from 3:30 to 4:30
p.m. "Summer
Reading rules will be explained this week and our special
guest entertainer will be Emma Sue Hutson," Mrs. Linn said. Anyone
wishing more
information or to register a child for the program may call
the library at
753-2288.

A Ladies' Day luncheon will be served at 12:30
p.m. on Wednesday,
June 14, at Murray Country Club. Patsy Miller
arld Sheila Grogan are
co-chairmen for the luncheon. Golf will be played
at 9 a.m. with Jerlene
Sullivan and Patty Claypool as hostesses.

Tennis play on Wednesday
The Wednesday Night Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club
will play Wednesday, June 14, at 6:30 p.m. at the club courts. Pairings
will be made at the courts.

Tennis play on Thursday

Single Connection will meet

Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play
Thursday, June 15, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The pairings are as follows: Court 1 - Brenda Marquardt, Andrea Hogancamp, Sue Overbey and
Frances Hulse; Court 2 - Sue Outland, Shirley Homra, Nancy Whitmer
and Rainey Apperson; Court 3 - Alice Rouse, Bobbie Weatherly, Judy
Mastera and Kay Mack; Court 4 - Norma Frank, Renee Wynn, Carolyn
Cunningham and Martha Andrus. Substitutes will be Patsy Oakley and
Patsy Miller.

The Single Connection will meet Thursday, June
15, at 7 p.m. in third
floor classroom, Educational Building, First United
Methodist Church."A
Life of My Own" will be the subject for the evening
's discussion. Following the meeting the group will go to Jerry's for
refreshments. This is a
group which provides fellowship, social events,
personal growth and
acceptance for single adults of all ages, whether never
married, separated,
divisorce of widowed. For more information call Carol
at 753-2596, Brenda at 753-2513 or Glen at 435-4143.

Williams finishes course

Free checks on Wednesday

Pvt. Jeffrey S. Williams has graduated from U.S. Armor crewman
courses at Fort Knox. He learned the duties of a tank crewman, including
the firing of armament and small weapons. He was taught field radio
operation, map reading and repair and maintenance procedures of the
tank. He is a 1987 graduate of Lyon County High School, Eddyville. He
is the son of George W. Williams of Granite City, Ill., and Mavis A.
Stoehr of Rt. 3, Benton.

Free blood pressure checks for senior citizens will
be given from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. on Wednesday, June 14, at Hazel
Community Center. The
center will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activitie
s by senior citizens.
Lunch will be served at 12 noon. Annette Burnha
m is director of the
center.

.
Crvt
i ans plan family potluck

Zachary Ryan White born
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan White, Rt. 2, Box 131A, Murray, are the parents of
a son, Zachary Ryan, weighing six. pounds nine ounces, measuring 19
inches, born on Saturday, June 10, at 12:46 p.m. at Murray-Callowa
v
County Hospital. They have another son, Matthew, 3. The mother is the
former Lori Osbron. Grandparents are Mrs. Wanda Osbron of Murray,
Jerry Pat Osbron of Hazel, and Mr. and Mrs. John White of Hazel. Greatgrandparents are Mrs. Mary Warren of Murray and Mrs. Beauton Osbron
and Mr. and Mrs. Otis Wilson of Hazel.

The Murray Civitan Club will observe its annual family potluck meeting on Thursday, June 15, at 7 p.m. in Community Room of North Branch
of Peoples Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Streets. Interested visitors are
invited to be guests of the club for food and to learn more about Civitan.
Musical entertainment will be provided by Melody and Laurie Jo Parker.
"We especially invite people and businesses that give Civitans such great
support to be our guests on this evening," said Gerald Owen, Ciuvitan
Club president.

Swisher presents lesson
The New Concord Homemakers
Club had its May meeting in the
form of a luncheon at Cypress
Springs Restaurant.
Martha Covey, coordinator for
"The Leisure Life" of Bank of
Murray was the speaker. She outlined the program and what it
offers, including seminars and
trips.
The lesson on "Furniture Refinishing" was presented by Pat
Swisher.
The devotion on "If" was given

By Abigail
Van Buren

Father's Abusive Tickling
Is Not a Laughing Matter
DEAR ABBY: Is it true that tickling by a father leads to future sexual abuse? This goes on constantly
between a father and his 11-year-old
daughter. The father is known to
have sexually abused another family member when she was young.
Please answer soon because I am
afraid that all this tickling can lead
to something bad. The daughter
starts out laughing, but she always
ends up crying. This may not be any
of my business, but I am worried.
CONCERNED AUNT
DEAR CONCERNED:Tickling
can be a prelude to sexual abuse,
but it is not necessarily always
the case. If, however, the child
ends up crying, she is expressing pain - not pleasure - and
her father should not be permitted to play this abusive game.
(Excessive tickling in ancient
times was used as a form of torture, which is no laughing matter.)
I would be more concerned
about the father's previous record of sexually abusing a child.
You did not state whether the
father had been through counseling after having sexually
molested another family member. Both the father and his 11year-old daughter should be
spoken to by a professional from
a child-protection agency.
It is the business ofevery adult
to protect a child from any kind
of abuse. And to look the other
way, knowing this is going on,
makes the adult a party to the
crime.
*•*

DEAR ABBY:Recently, when my
roommate and I moved out of the
apartment we had occupied for two
years,our landlord refused to return
our security deposit. He claimed that
we had done some damage, and the
apartment was BO filthy, he had to
repaint it.
We couldn't prove otherwise, although we did absolutely no damage, and the apartment was cleaner
when we moved out than it was when
we moved in.
Abby, please advise your readers
to take pictures of rental property
before they move in and before they
move out. Even take pictures of the
inside of the oven and refrigerator!
I'm not saying that all landlords
are crooks, but it's better to be safe
than sorry.
CHEATED IN KEENE, N.H.
DEAR CHEATED: Good advice. According to a Chinese
proverb,"One picture is worth
more than 10,000 words." It can
also be worth a security deposit
when it's your word against your
landlord's.

***

•
DEAR ABBY: We enjoy entertaining in our large country home,
but one couple who visits us always
brings their dog."Toughie"is housebroken, but as you probably know,
most male dogs are housebroken only
for their own homes.Toughie"marks"
(urinates) on a corner of every bed,
every chair and sofa in the house. In
doing so, he dribbles on the carpet as
well. After they leave,I have to shampoo -all the carpets and furniture.
This is not an easy chore for me,as I
am not young anymore.
We have never fed our pets at the
table, but these people feed Toughie
while they are eating with us in our
dining room. Naturally, the dog
"begs" and whines throughout the
meal, which makes for a very upsetting dinner.
Abby, we are very fond of these
people. Do I have the right to ask
them to leave their dog home when
they visit us?
DOG-TIRED IN PONTIAC, MICH.
DEAR DOG-TIRED: You not
only have the"right"to ask them
to leave their dog at home, you
also have my permission,if that
will help you.
ace

DEAR ABBY: Your series of letters from people arguing over the
statistics on which age group has the
lowest income reminded me of this
analogy I heard some time ago: Statistics are a lot like bikinis- what
they reveal is fascinating, but what
they conceal is vital!
R.C. WALT,
NORTH ST. PAUL, MINN.
•••

Abby's favorite recipes are going like
hotcakes! Send your name and address,
plus check or money order for $3.50(114 in
Canada)to: Abby's Cookbooklet,P.O.Box
447, Mount Morris, Ill. 61054.(Postage is
included.)
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Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday, June
10, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
White baby boy, parents, Lori
and Bryan, Rt. 2, Box 131A,
Hazel;
Allen baby boy, parents, Gina
and Barry, 2598 Rockcastle Rd.,
Cadiz.
Dismissals
Willie J. Williams, 805 South
12th St., Mayfield; Mrs. Christine
Timmons and baby girl, Rt. 10,
Benton; Coe! Compton, Box 21,
Kirksey;
Mrs. Martha Ann Davis, 2140
Old Dover Rd., Cadiz; Mrs. Mary
Sue Hopkins, Rt. 3, Box 336, Murray; Mrs. Aileen P. Leslie, P.O.
Box 122, Hazel;
Mrs. Katy Schnautz, Rt. 1, Box
63, Hazel; Mrs. Ruby Earlene Har-

Italian
paghetti Special
$ 1 95

$ 1 19

rell, Rt. 3, Benton; Lyman Dixon,
Rt. 1, Box 147, Kirksey.
Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, June
11, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Ray baby boy, parents, Beverly
and Larry, Rt. 1, Box 44E, Buchanan, Tcnn.;
Davis baby girl, parents, Theresa
and Louis, Rt. 1, Box 29D, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Dunning baby girl, parents,
Rosie and Donald, Rt. 1, Box B,
Puryear, Tenn.;
Jackson baby girl, mother, Doris,
506 Harrison Ln., Paris, Tenn.;
Gingles baby girl, parents, Tammy and Ralph, Rt. 1, Box 136.
Murray.
Dismissals.
Mrs. Kimberly Ann Fountain and
baby -boy, P.O. Box 739, Benton;
Mrs. Laura S. Jones and baby girl,
Rt. I, Box 320, Clinton;
Mrs. Barbara Anne Hart, Rt. 2,
Box 37, Puryear, Tenn.; Danny
Franklin Hinton, 1608 Sunset,
Murray;
Ms. Clotile Pool, c/o Frank Pool,
1604 Locust Dr., Murray; Kenneth
K. Bailey, 817 Sha-Wa Circle,
Murray.
Paul L. McGee (expired) Rt. 6,
Box 141A, Murray.
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, June
12, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Evans baby girl, parents, Melinda and Kelvin, Rt. 2, Box 38A.
Puryear, Tenn.;
Miller baby boy, parents, Kathy
and William, Rt. 1, Box 169.
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Gina Allen and baby boy,
2498 Rockcastle, Cadiz; Mrs.
Leigh Clark and baby girl, c/o Billy Guthrie, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.;
Gary Harper, Rt. 6, Box 340C,
Murray; Kennet Brown, Rt. 1, Box

elso.ut.
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by Lily Fuqua.
Reports were given by Barbara
French. Betty Kirkenmeier gave a
report on the tasting luncheon
Officers were elected.
Others present were Faith Kyznar, Lucy Finney, Millie Graves,
Mary Pullin, Hilda Kramer, Nelda
Cook and Opal Prince.
The members will meet Wednesday, June 14, at 9 a.m. at The Family Hair Station at New Concord w
carpool to Patti's at Grand Rivers
for lunch.

Club hears Betty Palmer
Members of Wadesboro Homemakers met for their May meeting
at Sirloin Stockate.-Betty Palmer presented the major
lesson on "Refinishing Furniture."
The minor lesson on "Selecting,
Coordinating and Packing A Suitcase" was given by Ruby Burchett.
Presiding was Mrs. Burchett,
secretary, in the absence of Pawnee
Bedwell, president, and Elaine Collins, vice president, who were

attending the State Homemaker,.
meeting at Lexington.
Grace Parker gave the devotion
Imogene Palmer direct the recrea
tion. Dixie Palmer assisted.
Martha Covey of Bank of Mur
ray explained "The Leisure Life
Program" at the bank.
The club will meet Thursday,
June 15, at 11 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.

Company cancels contest
CHICAGO (AP)- Kraft is apologizing, but consumers say it's
pretty cheesy that the food maker
called off a promotional contest in
which thousands of consumers
stood to win a new van.
The "Ready to Roll" contest
required consumers to match the

Hospital releases babies and dismissals
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals for
Friday, June 9. No newborn admissions were listed.
Dismissals
Miss Vickie Elaine Bogard, Rt.
1, Box 24, Almo; Miss Felecia
Taylor and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box
324, Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Mindy B. Parker, 719 Nash
Dr., Murray; Mrs. Sandra Declue,
Rt. 2, Box 416, Calvert City; Willis
Grant Brock, Rt. 2, Box 77, Hazel;
Mrs. Rebecca L. Henderson and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 75-A, Hardin;
Mrs. Terry Parker Bell and baby
boy, P.O. Box 946, Murray;
Mrs. Melinda Kay Pember and
baby girl, 501 North Sixth St.,
Murray; Mrs. Cindy Outland, Rt. 6,
Box 241-B, Murray;
Billy R. Armstrong, Rt. 2, Box
160, Murray; Mrs. Sandra Gail
Stone, Rt. 1, Box 36, Kirksey; Mrs.
Lucy Cook, Rt. 6, Box 158,
Murray;
Mrs. Dana Celeste Mathis, 602
Oak Cove Dr., Mayfield; Mrs. Beulah Gordon, 707 Chestnut St., Murray; William A. Buchanan, Rt. 1,
Box 568, Dexter;
Mrs. Lizzie B. Watkins, West
View Nursing Home, Murray; Mrs.
Julia Beisner, 1315 Poplar St.,
Murray; Mrs. Reba Mae Turner,
Rt. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Nell P. Hendon, 1654 Calloway, Apt. 4, Murray; Reuben
Starks, Rt. 1, Box 33, Almo.

536, Dexter; Mrs. Margaret Cathis,
Rt. 3, Box 293, Murray;
John Wilham, 2018 Gatesborough Circle, Murray; Joseph Goatley, Box 45, Fancy Farm; Robert
Butler, 3 Kodiak Path, Ormond
Beach, Fla.;
David Key, 636 Broad St., Murray; Mrs. Opal Yates, 609 Wells
Ave., Fulton; Earl Pealo, 401 South
10th St., Murray;
Jefferson Rob Watson (expired)
1103 Poplar St., Murray.
Ellen Church, the first airline
stewardess, went on duty in 1930
aboard a United Airlines flight
between San Francisco and Cheyenne, Wyo.

right half of game pieces carried in
advertisements in Sunday newspii:'.
ers with left-sided pieces inseri,.,
in packages of specially marked
Kraft Singles cheese slices. The
ads ran in the Chicago and Houston
areas.
Kraft planned to give away one
Dodge Caravan, valued at S17,000,
100 bicycles; 500 skateboards; and
8,000 packages of Kraft Singles.
According to the company, thc
odds of winning the van were 1 ii:
15.2 million.
But because of an error by the
printer of the game pieces insidL
the cheese packages, it is likely
that "thousands and thousands:.
would have won the van, said
Kathy Knuth, spokeswoman for the
foodmaker based in suburban
Glenview.
"Instead of only a limited number of winning game pieces,- 4.
company statement read, -own,
tially all of the game pieces appear
to be winning ones."
Kraft declared the contest null and void and pulled Packages of
Singles from stores in Chicago and
Houston.

iii41),m, GIFT
REGISIM

We are pleased to announce that Debbie Farris,
bride-elect of Mike Daniel,
has made her domestic and
houseware selections from
our bridal registry.
Debbie and Mike will be
married August 12, 1989.

We are pleased to announce that Anna Clevenger, bride-elect of Rex Boehmer, has made her domestic
and houseware selections
from our bridal registry.
Anna and Rex will be
married July 1, 1989.

WAI:MART
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Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
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Edmondson-Ivey wedding to be Aug. 19

Coming community events announced
Tuesday, June 13
Elm Grove Baptist Vacation
Bible School will start at 6:30 p.m.
Kirksey Baptist Church Vacation
Bible School will be at 6 p.m.

Miss Tabitha Denise Edmondson
and Lee Ivey announce their
engagement and forthcoming
marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Edmondson of
Murray. She is the granddaughter
of Mrs. Birne Edmondson, Mrs.
Eunice Goodrich and Wilbur Goodrich, all of Louisville, and Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Sauerheber of Sellersburg, Ind.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hurshal Ivey of Benton. He is the grandson of Mrs.
Clara Barefield and the late Guy
Barefield of Sharpe and of Mrs.
Georgia Davis and the late Rudy
Ivey of Benton.
Miss Edmondson is a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High
School.
Mr. Ivey is a 1985 graduate of
Marshall County High School. He
is self-employed at Lee Ivey Auto
Repair in Benton. ,
The wedding will be Saturday,
Aug. 19, at 8 p.m. at Memorial
Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at the
Woodmen Hall at South Third and
Maple Streets, Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Recovery Inc., a self-he:p program for persons with nervous
symptoms, will meet at 7 p.m. at
Red Cross Chapter House, 223
West South St., Mayfield. For
information call 1-247-5469.
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Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in Hospice
Office, first floor, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

"Fools" will be presented at 8
p.m. at Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park. Dinner will
be at 7 p.m.

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

Orientation meeting for adult
students will be at 8 a.m. in Room
342 of Special Education Building,
Murray State University. For information call 762-4159.

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
753-9303.

Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray State University will be
open from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Murray Lions Club is scheduled
to meet at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House.

"If you're out to beat a dog. you're bit. Had the spade
finesse lost, South
sure to find a stick."
would have suffered the same fate.
— Yiddish proverb.
The best way to play the hand is
Dummy was ready with a quick to refuse a finesse in either spades
solution after South misplayed to- or diamonds, depending upon dumday's no-trump game. South was my's club suit for the main source of
guilty of sloppy play, but not for the tricks.
reasons offered by North.
At trick two, South should lead a
Dummy's heart king won, and de- spade back to his ace and push the
clarer led a diamond back to his queen of clubs through West, planqueen and West's king. West contin- ning on two finesses. When West
ued in hearts to remove South's last covers, the game is cinched. Declarper. and the game was now be- er wins in dummy and establishes
yond reach. Something was sal- the suit for nine sure tricks.
vaged when the spade finesse
Finesses are OK, but they should
worked. and South managed to hold usually be limited to only those that
it to "only" two down.
will help secure the contract.
"You should have finessed in
spades instead of diamonds," chasNORTH
6-13-A
+73
tised North. "As long as you were
VAK
going to risk a finesse, you might as
•9 6 3
well have chosen your more solid
4 A 10 9 8 7 3
suit."
How much of North's criticism WEST
EAST
was based on the fact that the spade + 1082
4K 95 4
•10 5 3 2
king was onside? Probably quite a •J 9 8 6 4
•J 10 5
•K 2
K 52
•
SOUTH
AQJ6
•Q 7
•A Q 8 7 4
+Q6

All Designer

Waverly & Schumacher
Wallcoverings & Fabrics

30%.

Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South
1 NT

753-3321

Palestine United Methodist
Chaurch Vacation Bible School
will start at 7 p.m.
Wednesday, June 14
Palestine United Methodist
Church Vacation Bible School will
be at 7 p.m.
Owen's Chapel Baptist Church
Vacation Bible School will be at 9
a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Vacation Bible School will be at 6:30
p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Vacation Bible School will be at
9:30 a.m.

East
All pass

BID WITH THE ACES
6-13-B

North
1*
3'

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Youth Supper at 6 p.m.; Klaymata
Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.; prayer
meeting at 6:45 p.m.; Beginners'
Sign Language Class, Nominating
Committee, and Committee on
Committees at 7:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Hilltop Kash Market, Canton,
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and at Sowell's Wee Mart, Aurora, from 12:30
to 2:30 p.m.

Entombment N
soleum at M
Gardens,
Mr. McGee,(

Orientantion for Teenage Volunteer Program will be from 9 a.m. to
1 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

The funeral f
Robinson is toda
chapel of Miller
Hazel. Bill John
Mrs. Oneida WI
soloist.
Pallbearers are
Bill Yeargin,
Jerry Rogers, We
Billy Mason.
Burial will fi
Cemetery.

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include business meeting, GAs, RAs, Youth Bible Study
and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will meet at 7 p.m. at
Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

Events at Grace Baptist Church
will be prayer service and Youth
Bible Study Group at 7 p.m.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.

Spea:
shod

AA and Al-Anon will have a
closed meeting at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
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Summer Reading Programs for
ages 2, 3, 4 and 5 will be at 2 p.m.
and Grade School Group at 3:30
p.m. at Calloway Public Library.
New Concord Homemakers Club
will meet at Family Hair Station at
New Concord at 9 a.m. to carpool
to Grand Rivers.

Murray Civitan Club will have
its annual family potluck supper
meeting at 7 p.m. in Community
Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Palestine United Methodist
Church Vacation Bible School will
be at 7 p.m.
Owen's Chapel Baptist Church
Vacation Bible School will be at 9
a.m.
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Open every day except Monday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

4%1Sunglasses
from Bausch & Lomb

Serving:
Come out and enjoy
*
Breakfast tiff 10:30 a.m. • Seafoods
the excellent food,
friendly service, a
• Pond 141ised CaOsh
* Country Sam
beautiful view and
• Broasted Cfackfn
* Short Orders & Desserts
our famous
64)
Hummingbirds!
.4)

*EEL Skin Wallets •Cross Pen Sets
Colognes by Stetson. Chaps, Aram's.
Polo, Halston and More
"Murray's Only Netgriborhood Pharmacy

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175

H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291
Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Post Home,
Highway 94 East.

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Birds of Prey at
2:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center.

Cypress Spivs I(otauratit

Discount Prices

Ja

Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.

Wadesboro Homemakers Club
will meet at 11 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.

Free blood pressure checks for
senior citizens will be at Hazel
Community Center which will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Services for
today at 2 p.m
J.H. Churchill
Officiating a
. Farless and the
Dwane Jones i!
Pallbearers ar
ray Lodge Isle
Accepted Masa

Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association will meet at 1:30
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

Homemakers' Clubs will meet as

Glendale at Whiffle,'

The Single Connection will meet
at 7 p.rn_in third floor classroom,
Educational Building, First United
Methodist Church. For information
call Carol, 753-2596, Brenda,
753-2513, or Glen, 435-4143.

Thursday, June 15
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

ANSWER: Four hearts. Choose follows: Pacers at 9:30 a.m. at Bosgame in the longest combined ton Tea Party, Holiday Inn; Harris
major-suit holding.
Grove at 10 a.m. at Ellis Center;

that say Pops...You'reTops

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850 and Meet the
Coyotes at 2:30 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.

Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray State University will be
open from 10 a.m: to 4:30 p.m.

Senior Citizens' Golf League
will play at 8 a.m. at Miller
Memorial Golf Course.

South
2*

Junior Golf will be at 9 a.m. at
Murray Country Club.

Orientation for Teenage Volunteer Program will be from 9 a.m. to
1 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf at 9 a.m.

J.R. Watson,
St., Murray, di(
a.m. at Murra:
Hospital.
A retired op(
was a member
neers Local 181
Church of Chr
, His first wifi
. well Watson, d
Born March 21
County, he was
Jeff Watson a
Watson.
Survivors ar
Louise Harde
whom he was
17, 1978; on
Debby Hale a
Columbus, Ga.;
Watson an,
'wif
ray, and Jerry
Marion, Dove
grandchildren.

National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

Bible School of Hazel and
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Churches will be at 8:30 a.m. at
Hazel Church.

Willis Center will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by
senior citizens.

J 9864
•K 2
4,K 5 2

Junior Golf will be at 9 a.m. at
Oaks Country Club.

A ladies' day luncheon will be
served at 12:30 p.m. at Murray
Country Club.

South holds

+1082

The Singles Organizational Society will meet at MSU Pavillon to
play volleyball at 7 p.m. For information call Laura at 762-5114 or
759-9967 or Pamela at 753-1717 or
753-7638.

Cooperative Bible School of
First Christian and First Presbyterian Churches will be at 9 a.m. at
First Christian Church.

Opening lead: Heart six

Terry's Decorating
Southside Shopping Center

Winsome Sunday School Class
of Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at home of Shirley
Bell.

Golf and bridge will be played
by ladies of Oaks Country Club at
9:30 a.m.
North
3 NT

West
Pass

Cooperative Bible School for
First Christian and First Presbyterian Churches will be at 9 a.m. at
First Christian Church.

The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building. For information call Laura at 762-5114 or
759-9967, or Pamela at 753-1717
or 753-7638.

National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

AFFein

Wednesday Ladies' Tennis
Group will play at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray Country Club.

Bible School for Hazel and
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Churches will be at 8:30 a.m. at
Hazel church.

MSU-Community Summer Band
will present a concert at 7 p.m. in
front of Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF

Thursday, June 15
Elm Grove Baptist Church Vacation Bible School will be at 6:30
p.m.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Chestnut Hills Shopping Center,
Murray, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 3 p.m.

AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.

Tabitha Denise Edmondson and
Lee Ivey to marry

Wednesday, June 14
South Pleasant Grove at 1:30 p.m.
with Imogene Paschall; Pottertown
at Kenlake State Park Lodge.

436-5496
Located approx. 15 tnilts south
of Murray off Hwy. 121 south

11,"1"1"1"1-1-SAIAV

Life House will have prayer time
at 12 noon at Crisis Pregnancy
Center, 1506 Chestnut St.

Twin Lakers Antique Car Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Holy
Mackeral Restaurant at
Draffenville.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Legion of Mary will meet at 9:45
a.m. at St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Carol Poe Group of First Baptist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
with Jane Chapman.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m. and Exercise Class at
10:45 a.m.

F ilL

Industrial Avera
Previous Close...
Mr Products
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
Bell South
Briggs & Stratt4
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Stoi
Exxon
Ford
General Motors
Goodrich
Goodyear
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Princess works hard:
LONDON (AP) — Princess Diana works too hard, her father says.
Earl Spencer spoke to reporters.
after accompanying his daughter in
heavy rain Thursday in central
England where the princess was
made an honorary Freeman of..
Northampton.
"I am worried that she is working too hard. In my day the royals t:
only did one lob a day and she::
sometimes does two or three," the
earl, 65, said of his 27-year-old3:
daughter, wife of Prince Charles,i:
heir to the British throne.
But Spencer, once an aide to the::
late King George VI, added that::
the princess "loves" her work.

Dwah
Keep The Groat GM

****41
1986
Red,

Si
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By JD BURKEEN

J.R. Watson

Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

Also surviving are two stepdaughters, Jan Garner, Louisville,
and Jeannine Morris, Nashville,
Tenn.; two stepsons, Phillip
Eddings, Cincinnati, Ohio, and
David Eddings, Columbia, Tenn.;
nine stepgrandchildren; four
stepgreat-grandchildren.
One surviving sister is Mrs.
Catherine Tidwell and husband,
C.L., Rt. 1, Murray. Three surviving brothers are Clint Watson,
Osgood, bid., John Watson, Charlotte, Mich., and Arnold Watson,
Hooks, Texas.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate. Jerry Bolls will
direct the song service.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Paul L. McGee
Services for Paul L. McGee are
today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Officiating are Dr. Robert E.
Farless and the Rev. Cary Puckett.
- Dwane Jones is organist.
Pallbearers are members of Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons.
Entombment will follow in mausoleum at Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. McGee, 67, Rt. 6, Murray,

died Sunday at 7:20 p.m. at Long
Term Care Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Louise Farless McGee; his stepmother, Mrs. Optic McGee, Bowling Green; stepsister, Mrs. Mona
Brady, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; three
aunts, Novie Paschall and Verbie
Paschall, Murray, and Grace Brewington, Mayfield; sister-in-law,
Mrs. , Reva Shelton, Murray;
brother-in-law, Corbitt Farless and
wife, Marelle, Murray.

James Lawton Robinson
The funeral for James Lawton
Robinson is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel. Bill Johnson is officiating.
Mrs. Oneida White is pianist and
soloist.
Pallbearers are Noble Harrelson,
Bill Yeargin, Johnny Valentine,
Jerry Rogers, Wendell Watkins and
Billy Mason.
Burial will follow in Puryear
Cemetery.
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Need Line spends $4,086 in April, May

OBITUARIES

J.R. Watson, 76, of 1103 Poplar
St., Murray, died Monday at 11:07
a.m. at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired operating engineer, he
was a member of Operating Engineers Local 181 and Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
His first wife, Mrs. Lottie Tidwell Watson, died April 10, 1977.
Born March 21, 1913, in Hopkins
County, he was the son of the late
Jeff Watson and Ruth Rushing
Watson.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Louise Hardeman Watson, to
whom he was married on March
17, 1978; one daughter, Mrs.
:Debby Hale and husband, Ron,
Columbus, Ga.; two sons, Ronnie
•Watson an" wife, Ann, Rt. 5, Murray, and Jerry Watson and wife,
Marion, Dover, Tenn.; seven
grandchildren.

TUESDAY, JUNE 13, 1989

Mr. Robinson, 75, died Sunday
at 3 p.m. at his home, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.

The amount of $4,086.20 was
spent by Murray-Calloway County
Need Line Church and Cooperative
Ministry, Inc., in helping to meet
the immediate emergency needs of
clients during the months of April
and May.
Euple Ward, executive director,
in her report to the Need Line

Board on Monday at Pagliai's, said
383 problems were handled by
Ward, Carolyn Outland, assistant
director, and volunteers at the Need
Line office at 209 Maple St., Murray, during the two-month period.
Help with utilities went to 56
families in April and 34 in May.
Medical help was given 12 families
in April and 24 families in May.
Need Line gave food to 62 families
in April and 62 families in May.

The Need Line pantry is in need
of food to help replenish the stock.
Any commercial canned food
items, flour, sugar, dried beans and
peas, etc., will be accepted to use
in preparing the food baskets for
those in need.
Richard (Dick) Hoffman, vice
president, presided in the absence
of Sid Easley, chairman.
Mona Blankenship, Carolyn Carroll and Sharon Myatt were named

to a committee to study the guidelines for giving of food to clients
and to make the necessary new
guidelines for the office to follow.
This study is being made because
of reported abuse of use of the food
and the frequency of food given to
various clients.
Reports were given by Annie J.
Nance, recording secretary, and
Stanford Andrus, treasurer.

Moral Majority closing shop after 10 years
LAS VEGAS (AP) — The Moral
Majority is being dismantled after a
decade of leading religious conservatives out of the political wilderness, but analysts said the effects
of its lobbying efforts will endure.
"There are those that are saying
we are witnessing the end of the
religious right," said the Rev.
Richard Neuhaus, director of the
Center on Religion and Society in
New York. "I do not think this is
the beginning of the end. To paraphrase Churchill, 'This is the end
of the beginning."
Television evangelist Jerry Falwell, founder and chairman of
Moral Majority, announced Sunday

that the organization will be disbanded Aug. 31.
The lobbying group, which
raised $69 million and helped elect
three Republican administrations
since its founding in June 1979,
had accomplished its mission of
politicizing religious conservatives,
Falwell told a meeting of the Religion Newswriters Association.
"I feel that I have performed the
task to which I was called in 1979.
The religious right is solidly in
place, and like the galvanizing of
the black church as a political force
a generation ago, the religious conservatives in America are now in

Hog market

for the duration," he said.
Neuhaus, a Lutheran theologian,
said Moral Majority's ability to
bring Christian fundamentalists out
of an isolationist stance and into
public policy debates was "a major
development of lasting
consequence."
"While the work of Moral
Majority will go on forever, the
Moral Majority organization is no
longer needed," Falwell said.
An average of 2 million to 3 million people either donated money
or subscribed to the organization's
newspaper over the last decade,
according to Mark DeMoss. a

spokesman for Falwell.
At its height during the 1984
presidential election, the group
raised $11 million. DeMoss said
revenues this year are expected to
drop to $3.5 million. The organization has a dozen employees in
Washington.

BUILDING SITES

Federal-State Market News Service June 11, 1989 Kentucky Purchase Area Rog Market Report Includes 5 Buying Stations Receipts: Act 464, Est. 350 narrows & Gills
steady .Z lower, Sows steady 1.00 tower.
US 1-2 210-250 lbs..
$44.75-45.00few 45.25
US 1.2 200-220 lbs..
_S42.75-44.75
US 2-3 220-250 9A..
344.25-44.75
US 3-4
lbs..
—----Sows
US 1.2 210-350 lbs.---------------$31.00-31.00
US 1-3 300-400
US 1.3 400.500 lbs.
$11.11.31.00
US 1-3 500 and
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
52111114.04
Roars S2800-3100

Open - Wooded - Scenic
Located 3 miles north of Benton, west of U.S.641
at Scale Road and Jackson Purchase Parkway.
Joe W. Nanney
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"A PRIVATE_ COMMUNITr

He is survived by a
stepdaughter-in-law, Mrs. Judy
McClanahan, and one stepgrandson, James Lee (Mac) McClanahan,
Puryear, Tenn.; two brothers, Rex
Robinson and wife, Betty, Rt. 1,
Puryear, and Kenwood Robinson
and wife, Maude, Puryear.

Speaker says reforms
should not be rushed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
House Speaker Don Blandford says
he doesn't want to be rushed into
forming a new school system in
order to meet the Supreme Court
guidelines — even by the Supreme
Court.
Blandford said Monday that a
special session of the General
Assembly after the 1990 regular
session would be possible to enact
the needed legislation.
That would seem to run counter
to the court's opinion last week,
which seemed to indicate that all
school laws will be void after the
end of the 1990 regular session.
But Blandford said he is confident
the court will make allowances if
the legislature is moving toward a
resolution.
Leading House Democrats met
Monday to appoint members to the

committee that will create the new
school system.
Blandford, D-Philpot, who will
lead the House delegation of seven
Democrats and a Republican, said
the Senate will likely have a' similar membership and representatives
from Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's
office will also be invited to
participate.
"We have to have the support of
the executive branch in raising any
revenue that we may need," Blandford said.
No one outside of the General
Assembly or the governor's office
will be on the committee, though
all interested parties will be asked
to take part, Blandford said.
"Certainly, everyone has to be
involved and we will go to any
lengths to get everyone involved,"
Blandford said.

HILLIARD LYONS
Stock Market
Prices

as 'of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-15.30
I.B.M.110% +1%
Previous Close
2,518.84
Ingersoll Rand
43% -Vs
Air Products
43% -%
Jerrico
1914 B 19% A
A.T.C.-Class A
54B 54-% A
Kmart
36% -%
AT&T
35% -%
Kroger
13% +
Bell South
49% -%
McDonalds
571/3 Briggs & Stratton
26% -%
JCPenney
57% unc
Chrysler
25% +%
Penwalt
128% -%
CSX Corp
34% -%
Quaker Oats
61 .%
Dean Foods
34% +%
Sears
46% -V.
Dollar Gen. Store 11% B 11%A
Texaco
4914 -Y.
Exxon
441". •%
Time Inc.
180% +7%
Ford
493/8 +%
UST
25% unc
General Motors
42% unc
Wal-Mart
3914 unc
Goodrich
55 -14
Woolworth
54% -.1
/
4
Goodyear
56 -1
/
4
C.E.F. Yield
8.95
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'War' turns into stalemate for Leonard-Hearns

Sports
Wrangler

"I'm proud of having a draw,"
said a jubilant Hearns, the weight
of his first loss to Leonard seemLAS VEGAS — For 12 rounds, ingly off his shoulders at last.
"It
Sugar Ray Leonard and Thomas could have gone the other
way,
so
Hearns battled through the heat like
I'm grateful I got a draw."
valiant old warriors, trying someWe both displayed what
how to find through sheer determi- champions are made of," Leonar
d
nation some of the skills that had
said. "Like Tommy said, we'll
long ago left them.
leave it to the judges. I accept it."
In a fight that had almost the
The sellout crowd of 15,336 outsame ebb and flow of their first doors at Caesars Palace
didn't
bout eight years ago, the two aging accept it as well, however.
fighters reached back to put on stirMost thought Hearns, who
ring displays of courage, with both knocked Leonard down twice,
the
hurt badly and both refusing to final time in the 1 1 th round,
had
give in.
won the fight. They booed loudly
And when it was over Monday when the decision was announ
ced.
night, three ringside judges handed
It took a huge Leonard rally the
in their verdicts.
final two minutes of the 12th
It was, of all things, a draw. A round, in fact, to gain
the draw.
draw that, surprisingly, left both Two of the ringside
judges gave
fighters happy.
Leonard the round by a 10-9 score,
By TIM DAHLBERG

AP Sports Wrkatt

Daniel T. Parker
Some people are born to coaching, others have
coaching thrust upon them. This is especially true in
youth leagues, where league directors sometimes have
to search, harangue, plead and/or blackmail private
citizens before they find coaches who can and will
volunteer their time and effort in the effort to transform a group of yahoos into something remotely
resembling an athletic team.
No one appreciates these people more than league director
unless it is the parents who don't have to coach because s,
someone else has agreed to.
It is hard to criticize those people who take time away
from
their ordinary lives in order to help children learn to compet
e
in sports, to help them learn how to play a sport better
and
also how to play it correctly.
In fact, it's hart to criticize those people who agree to
the
responsibility of coaching and teaching a group of young people,
but don't quite live up to their responsibility.
in some cases, however, it needsw be done, and.this seems
to be one of those cases. I've recently heard that some of
the
T-Ball coaches in our local league aren't going by the
rules —
rules which state how players should be rotated through
different
positions.
I understand the reasoning behind evading this rule — if you
put a player in a position he's not capable of playing, you may
end up losing the game.
That's the reasoning — but this is T-Ball!
Who out there feels that winning a T-Ball game is so instrumental to their child's welfare that they must abrogate the
rules
of the sport to do so?
This is touching on a subject which has been a sore spot
with me ever since I've been writing about sports — the
high
value people place on winning meaningless games, as oppose
to the low priority some people place on showing childre d
n how
to play the game.
T-Ball — and Park League and Kentucky League and Little
League, for that matter — should be a time when young
baseball players learn something about the game.
T-Ball is not the place to decide that little Timmy is going
to be a catcher for the rest of his life, or that Susy's
arm isn't
strong enough to play third base. It is the ideal place,
however,
to begin showing young athletes the essence of team play,
the
spirit of competition and the importance of fair play.
The essence of team play is found in the belief that every
player., on the team is equally important, no matter what their
level of athletic competence is.
(I promise you — I PROMISE YOU — that some of
the
kids who show very little athletic ability at age 5 or 6
will
.blossom into good, competent athletes during their years
of
physical development. That is, they will if someone doesn't
convince them that they'll never be any good.)
Teaching children about the spirit of competition calls
for one
of sport's most used-and-abused sayings — that "it's not
whether you win or lose, but how you play the game."
Just because this is a cliche doesn't mean it isn't true
— and
it isn't an excuse for losers to fall back on, either. In
sports,
as in life, one gives their best shot and then accepts
the
come. One can play well and lose, one can play poorly outand
win...maybe it evens out, maybe it doesn't, but if one
does
their best, there is no shame in defeat.
As far as I'm concerned, however, young athletes can (and
will) learn about the essence of team play and the spirit
of
competition on their own. Only coaches can show them
how
cheat — and not playing by the rules is cheating, no matter to
how good your intentions are or how badly you want to
win.
If rules state that all players play an equal amount of
time,
then anyone who agrees to coach a team agrees to play their
players equally. Not doing so is cheating.
If T-Ball rules state that players should be rotated around
the
positions, then T-Ball coaches have agreed to rotate their players
around the positions. Not doing so is cheating.
• • •
There's bed a lot of cheating going on in the sports world
recently. The University of Kentucky got into trouble due to
cash payments to amateur athletes and due to instances of
academic fraud. Canadien sprinter and Olympic gold medal
winner Ben Johnson got into trouble due to cheating by using
illegal drugs to enhance his athletic performance.
People have come up with various reasons why cheating
occurs on the highest levels of sport...perhaps the roots of
the
problem are found in its lowest levels.
I'm not trying to blame T-Ball coaches for the University of
Kentucky's scandals. I am, however, trying to point out that if
you teach a 6-year-old it's okay to dodge the rules in T-Ball,
it's going to be harder to teach a 16-year-old that you shouldn
't
do so when the stakes are higher.
• • •
The athletic staff at Calloway County High School is undergoing a major shakeup, what with head boys basketball coach
Craig Morris joining the staff at Murray State University and
athletic director Jim Jury leaving to continue his degree work.
The Lakers have also lost the services of Randy McCallon,
who was an assitant to Morris in the basketball program and
led the 1989 Laker baseball team to one of their best-ever
showings with a 20-8 record and advancement to the finals of
the First Region tournament.
McCallon actually turned in his resignation before Morris, resigning as basketball assistant in order to ease the transition process for thc Lakers' next head coach. "I thought it'd be good if
the slates clean," McCallon said, noting that he didn't think an
incoming coach should feel bound to the former coach's staff.
McCallon also noted that the Lakers might be interested in a
basketball coach- who doubles as a baseball coach, so resigning
from that position also helps clean the slate.
There is another side to McCallon's resignation as baseball
coach, however. With every coaching job comes the inevitable
encounters with parents who know more about the sport than
the coach does, and McCallon ran into that problem even during
the Lakers' shining season.
He stressed that he didn't want his stepping down from the
baseball job to be seen as a "vendetta" of any kind. He did
note, however, that he doesn't possess the rhinoceros-hide skin
that many athletic coaches develop..
"Things weigh on my mind a lot," he said of the parent's
criticism. "I don't shake things off like some people do."
McCallon also didn't shake off the responsibility of coaching
and teaching his young athletes. Sportswriter David Ramey and I
noticed how well-disciplined the Lakers were during the season.
with no arguments with umpires, no thrown bats or batting helmets or cursing,from the dugout.
(Coned on page 9)

but a third gave it to Leonard by lations, Leonard
landed 232 of the
10-8, making his scorecard and the 652 punches
he threw, while
fight even.
Hearns landed 221 of the 560.
"I knew the two knockdowns Hearns connected
with more jabs,
would be a deciding factor," said
Leonard landed more punches
Leonard, who retained his World
besides jabs.
Boxing Council 168-pound title
Leonard's rally was all the more
with the draw. "Being knocked implausible
coming after the 11th
down not once, but twice, had a round, when Hearns
knocked him
psychological effect not only on to the canvas for
the second time
the crowd but on the judges."
and appeared to be gaining final
Leonard was behind by two control of the
fight.
points on judge Daly Shirley's
Hearns also put Leonard down
scorecard before Shitley's 10-8 for a count oi
five in the third
round left his card even, 112-112. round, the only
time in Leonard's
Judge Tommy Kaczmarek had Leo- career that he has
been down twice
nard winning 113-112, while Judge in a fight.
Jerry Roth had Hearns by the same
"Ray came back, he showed he
score.
had heart," Hearns said. "I didn't
Statistics compiled by Compu- think he had such a big
heart."
Box Inc., showed the judges had
And after the draw was
been paying close attention.
announced, Hearns acted like he
According to the computer tabu- was a vindicated fighter.

In the majors

Cubs take series final
CHICAGO (AP) — The way Ryne Sandberg is hitting these days, it
somewhat reminds him of 1984 when he won the National League's Most
Valuable Player award in leading the Chicago Cubs to the NL East title.
Sandberg drove in three runs with three hits including a two-run homer
Monday, leading the Cubs to a 10-3 victory over St. Louis that halted a
three-game skid and five-game Cardinal winning streak.
Sandberg is 7-for-10 in the last two games with two homers, two doubles and six runs batted in. He is also 18-for-44 in his last 13 games, a
.409 clip.
"It might be similar to the way I was hitting in 1984," said Sandberg.
"The only difference is I'm batting third now and I was batting second
then. Batting third suits me more at this stage of my career."
Sandberg is batting .306 this season with a club-leading 8 home runs
and 28 runs batted in. In 1984 he batted .314 with 19 homers and 84
RBIs.
As always, he does his best against the Cardinals,
"It's always fun playing against them," said Sandberg. "It's always a
big series with big crowds and the fans add a lot to it."
Rain kept Monday's sellout crowd down to 27,154 but the four-game
series with the Redbirds drew 135,586, after the Cubs attracted 140,128 in
the four games against the New York Mets.
Sandberg wasn't the only hero in Monday's victory that helped give the
Cubs a 4-4 split on the homestand.
Jerome Walton had a career-high four hits and drove in two runs and
Steve Wilson made his first major league start a winning one.
Wilson, who was one of six pitcher who were hammered for 17 hits in
a 10-7 loss Sunday, replaced Rick Sutcliffe who came down with back
spasms. Wilson, 3-0, gave up three hits and two earned rims in the five
innings he worked.
-1
"He did all right considering he pitched yesterday and gave them five
innings today," said Cardinal manager Whitey Herzog. "We didn't pitch
well.
Scott Terry, 4-6, started for the Cardinals and Sandberg nailed him with
a two-run homer in the first inning. It was Sandberg's third homer in
three successive at bats against Terry. He hit two off Terry June 4 in St.
11.
Louis.
Ryne Sandberg had three hits and three RBI's with a two-run homer
"He got the pitch up," said Sandberg, who had been hit by a pitch in
as the Chicago Cubs prevented the St. Louis Cardinals from sweeping
the Met series and missed Friday's opening 1-0 loss.
all four games of a series at Wrigley Field.
—Sandberg is a good player," said Herzog. "You get a pitch up on him
and he hits it. He doesn't miss against us. I'm glad he didn't play in that
Cub manager Don Zimmer called the victory "Important, absolutely.
1-0 game."
It'll be a lot easier getting on that plane (to New York) tonight.
Herzog also was impressed with Walton, who got three of his hits off
The Los Angeles Dodgers beat the Cincinnati Reds 9-2 in the
only
Terry.
other National League game. New York at Pittsburgh was rained out.
"He did a job on Terry," said Herzog. "I like Walton and I like
In the American League, Texas shut out California 4-0, Chicag
o got
(Dwight) Smith. The Cubs have two good looking young players in
past Cleveland 5-3, Kansas City edged Oakland 2-1 in 11 innings
and
them."
Toronto nudged Detroit 5-4, also in 11 innings.

Lakers have shakes facing elimination
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) — The Los Angeles Lakers needed
something to shake up the NBA Finals, although an earthquake was
not quite what they had in mind.
The Lakers were at the Forum on Monday, watching film of Game 3
of the championship series when they were surprised by a minor earthquake and aftershock, about 30 minutes apart.
"I was one of the first ones ready to leave," Coach Pat Riley said.
"I hit the pause button."
The quake registered 4.5 on the Richter scale and the aftershock was
marked at 4.3.
Forward James Worthy said most of the Lakers are accustomed to
small quakes, which he said strike three or four times a year in Southern California. But he said rookie David Rivers took off for an exit.

"I thought Kevin Johnson (of Phoenix) was the quickest guard in
the league, but not after I saw David run for the door," the Lakers'
Mychal Thompson said.
Worthy said he wasn't worried this time, but added that he follows
his earthquake safety rules.
"I'm pretty used to it. I don't worry much until things start falling
on the floor," Worthy said. "Then I make my move. Especially in this
old building. I'd rather be at home 'or outside."
The Detroit Pistons were still at their hotel when the tremor and
aftershock came.
"I was in my room and the walls and bed started shaking," Isiah
Thomas said. "When I realized it was an earthquake, I got up and ran
out of there."

•

Mills shipping off to Arizona
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — Chris
Mills, the former University of
Kentucky player whose recruitment
highlighted an investigation that
led to probation, will be a Wildcat
again — an Arizona Wildcat, that
is.
Mills and his father confirmed
Monday that he would enroll at
Arizona, which will appeal to the
NCAA on his behalf for eligibility
this season. If eligibility is granted,
the 6-foot-7 guard could play three
years for Arizona.
Earlier this year. Kentucky was
placed on a three-year probation
which included no postseason play
for two years, no television appearances for a year and the stipulation
that Mills could not play there.
"We signed the letter this (Monday) morning at 10 a.m. L.A. time.
The Federal Express carrier was
here and we sent it right away.
That's official," Claud Mills, 'the
player's father, said from Los
Angeles. "We signed the papers
this morning, so there's no more
recruiting."
It may pot have been a slip when

Claud Mills mentioned an overnight carrier and recruiting in the
same breath.
It was a package addresssed to
him by former Kentucky assistant
coach Dwayne Casey which
allegedly opened at an Emery Air
Freight carrier office in Los
Angeles. The envelope contained
$1,000 and became the focal point
of the NCAA investigation.
Mills, from Fairfax High in Los
Angeles, averaged 14.3 points and
8.7 rebounds as a starter in 32
games for Kentucky last season.
"I will play here in L.A. this
summer and be in Tucson to enroll
for the fall term," Mills said. "I
am looking forward to being a part
of that fine program."
After high school, Mills visited
Kentucky, Syracuse, Indiana,
Nevada -Las Vegas and UCLA
before committing. After leaving
Lexington, Mills made one recruiting trip, last week to Arizona.
Olson said Mills' visit, escorted
by sophomores Sean Rooks and
Wayne Womack, was without
incident.

Same to you, buddy

Easy Goer, who stuck his tongue out at Sunday Silence's hopes to
achieve Triple Crown fame by winning the Belmont Stakes, was also
ranked ahead of the Kentucky Derby and Preakness winner in the
National Thoroughbred poll covering racing performances through
June 11. Easy Goer had 26 first-place votes and 386 overall points to
Sunday Silence's 14 first-place votes and 372 composite total.
1
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Sports Wrangler ...
(Cont'd from page 8)
At the same time, their ritual of coming toget
her in a team
handshake before each inning typified the team
closeness which
often may spell the difference between a talen
ted team and a
winning one.
McCallon still refers to the Ulcers as "us,
" and didn't rule
out the possibility that he would someday retur
ing the door," he said. "There are goals that n. "I'm not closhave not been
accomplishcd...
"Maybe I needed a little time away," he
added. "Sometimes
you want to look and see if you have your
priorities straight."

Fleer
Upper
Deck

Tommy's
Southall Cards
Tawny
Goodwin

MINOR
LEAGUE
SETS

Topps

NBA Today
Tuesday, ..iune 13
SCOREBOARD
•Detrat at L.A. Lakers (9 p.m.
EDT).
Pistons, leading three games to none, The
can
capture their first -ever league title
with a
victory The Lakers, who swept
their
first
three playoff series, now must
next four games to win their sweep the
third
title, and must do it without startin straight
g
Magic Johnson and Byron Scott, guards
sidelined
by hamstring injuries.
STATUS
•Lakers guards Magic Johnson and
Byron
Scott are not expected to play
Scott, who has not played in The Tuesday.
Finals,
is
listed as doubtful and Johnson, who
himself in Game 2 last Thursday, injured
just the first five minutes Sunday played
before
giving way to backup guard Tony
Campbe
.Meanwhile, Detroit forward Dennis ll.
Rodman continues to suffer from back
but is expected to play Tuesday. spasms
SELECTING FIRST ... AND
.The Orlando Magic won Monday's10TH
coin flip
with the Minnesota Tirnberwolve
s and
opted to select first in the upcoming expansion draft The Timberwolves will
the 10th pick in the college draft onreceive
June
27, with the Magic picking 111h.
.Twenty-one of the league's 25 teams
mitted a list of unprotected players subto
league last week. Charlotte and Miami, the
last
year's expansionsists, are exemp
t, and
Detroit and Los Angeles will submit
theirs
after The Finals. Teams may protect
players and do not have to protect eight
unrestricted free agents.
SHAKEN UP
oin earthquake measuring 4.5
on
Richter scale and an aftershock at 4the
3 shook
most of the Los Angeles area on Monda
The Lakers were in a videotape sessioy
n
and the Pistons were at their hotel. Player
reaction varied from concerned to tongue s
in-cheek.
•"When the earth moves, there's nothin
g
small about it. The earth was moving.
I
don't care what the Richter scale said,"
said Detroit guard Joe Durnars.
•"I thought Kevin Johnson was the quicke
ouard in the league, but not after I st
saw

The order of selection in the first round of
the 1989 NBA college draft, to be held June
27 at the Fen Forum in New York (top nine
were determined by a lottery and the 10th
and 11th were determined by a coin toss):
1, Sacramento
2, Los Angeles Clippers
3, San Antonio
4, Miami
5, Charlotte
6, Chicago (from New Jersey)
7, Indiana
8, Dallas
9, Washington
10. Minnesota
11, Orlando
12. Ponland

think McCallon's priorities were arrow
-straight.
• • •
Rain, rain, rain!
The weather, for a change, is being
nice to farmers but lousy
to baseball and softball teams
— and it's not helping us
at the Ledger & Times with
our plans to publish a speci here
al section honoring our local youth
-league
The biggest obstacle is the matte teams.
r of having team photos
taken. Harry Allison, who does
much of the photography
for the
teams, reports that rain which wash
es out games also washes
out his opportunities to shoot team
photos.

Score

1

In Appreciation for your business and
support for the last fifteen years, we are
having a week long sele...Each day featurin
g a specific group of ITEMS on special for
that day only. Also, there will be a drawing
each day for gift certificates...A GRAND
TOTAL of $600.00 to be given awa
y throughout the week of June 12-17.

June 12
13, Boston
14, Golden State
15, Denver
16, Golden State (from Houston)
17, Seattle (from Phtladelphia)
18, Seattle (from Chicago)
19, Philadelphia (from Seattle)
20. Chicago (from Milwaukee through
Seattle)
21, Utah
22, Portland (from New York)
23, Atlanta
24, Phoenix
25, Cleveland
26, Los Angeles Lakers
27, Detroit

4 Winners will be
chosen for $25.00
Gift Certificates

June 13

I

5 Winners will be
chosen for $20.00
4k Gift Certificates

June 14
1 0 Winners will be
chesen for $10.00
Gift Certificates

POWER EQUIPINEW

FACTORY DIRECT

SWINGS!
"TROT-BILT
TUFFYT"
•So easy to control,
you guide it with
JUST ONE HAND!
•Powered wheels and
rear-mounted tines!
•Busts sod, prepares
seedbeds and cultivates!
•Cast-iron, gear-driven
transmiision!
No Mon.,

,/ 1,011\411

Murray Home & Auto
753-2571 or 753-4110

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 7:30-5:30
Sat. 7:30-5:00

We are proceeding with our
plans,
help. If you are a coach of a team however, and you can
that has not yet had their
photo taken, please try to do so at
the very earliest opportunity.
We also need help in covering the
tion. Many of the businesses and/or cost of this special secgroups which sponsor teams
have agreed to chip in, but more
sponsors are needed if this
section is going to be successful.
If you or your business/group is
interested, please contact one
of our advertising representatives,
or call me (753-1916) during
morning hours.

753-0473
901
Coldwater
Rd.

Located next to Theresa's Country Kitchen

Chestnut St., Murray
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Donruss

David (Rivers) run for the door," Lakers'
center Mychal Thompson said.
.The 4 5 measunng is higher than the scoring averages of three Lakers and four Pistons. and is just .8 behind the 5.3 norm of
Bill Laimbeer.
SUPPORT
•Annie Bakes, a 29-year-old model and former girlfriend of Detroit Pistons forward
Dennis Rodman, claims Rodman fathered
her 8-month-old daughter and filed for
$7,700 a month in child support and a tawsuit entitling her to half his earnings.
.Palimony attorney Marvin Mitchelson filed
both documents in Los Angeles Superior
Court on Monday Miichelson believes that
Bakes is entitled to $1 million or more.
Bakes, who stopped modeling in 1967 after
moving in with Rodman, said he supported
the child until their break-up early last
month, but has sent just $1,000 in support
since.
SWEEPS
.There have been four sweeps in league
championship history, most recently in
1983, when Philadelphia swept Los
Angeles in four straight games Detrort
Coach Chuck Daly, then a 76ers assistant
coach, and Lakers center Kareem AbdulJabbar were both part of that series. AbdulJabbar was also the starting center for Milwaukee in 1971 when the Bucks swept the
Baltimore Bullets.
STEPPING UP
•Detroit guards Joe Dumars, Isiah Thomas
and Vinrne Johnson have been the Piston
s'
top three scorers in each game. In Game 1,
the trio combined for 65 points, In Game
2,
72, and in Game 3 Sunday, they had 74.
SPEAKING
•"That's not a good way for Kareem to
go
out. It's almost like Nixon or Napoleon. A
great man like Kareem's got to go out on
top." — Lakers reserve center Mychal
Thompson, on the possibility of Kareern
Abdul-Jabbar ending his career on the losing end of a Finals sweep.
•"The only thing left is the greatest comeback in NBA history. It's our last shot and
we'll go after t. — Los Angeles Coach Pat
Riley.

Ow Ail al
-011 Shear
'
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7iiall/a&oz
.144tow4i44 vow* 4

MONDAY
NIKE DAY

Includes all Nike
shoes and
clothing and accessories.

TUESDAY

RUNNERS DAY
Includes all running
shorts, socks, shoes,tops
sweat clothing and warm-ups.

WEDNESDAY
REEBOK DAY
Includes all Reebock
shoes and clothing
and accessories

20-40% \

THURSDAY

2 Winners will be
chosen for $50.00
Gift Certificates

June 16
)
1 One Winner will be
1( chosen for $100.00
Gift Certificate

June 17
lo Winners will be
chosen for $10.00
Gift Certificates

BASEBALL/SOFTBALL
JERSEY/SWIM DAY

Includes all jerseys and T-shirts; all gloves, bats,
baseball shoes, coaches shorts and softball pants
.
All Speedo & Arena swimwear and accessories

FRIDAY
TENNIS DAY
Includes all tennis clothing, all shoes
for tennis accessories,
rackets, warm-ups.

SATURDAY

STOREWIDE SALE
Includes All Merchandise
In the Store

June 12-17
EACH DAY A NEW SALE WILL BEGIN!
CHECK THE LIST ABOVE AND SEE WHICH
ITEMS WILL BE ON SALE EACH DAY.
- Drawing for the Gift Certificates will be at 6:00 p.m. Set.
Night.
- No Purchase Necessary.
— Only the people who have registered THAT DAY are
eligible to win that day's gift certificates.
- Need not be present to win.
Hours 10-9 Mon.-Sat.
-5 Sun.

-i•
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
1

2

3 I

5

12

6

7

8

13

9

10

ii

14
DOWN

IS

16

18

17

1

ill
31
34

25

22
26

27

213

5
32

5

35

39
43

180/80W

ACROSS
U

29

1
5
8
12
13
14

30

33

36

37

40

41

38
42

5
45

44

55

46

48

49

51

52535

54

55

56

57

SO

47

555

CIO

1 Word of

20

21
24

SUSU
Performs
Lamprey
Pack away
Clayey earth
Native metal
Father, to
Pierre

15 Permits
17 Alerted
19 Stir up a
tire
20 Tolls
21 "Empty 23 Observed
24 Towel
insignia
26 Stories
28 Haul
31 Alternative
word

2 Young horse
3 Claws
4 Steam, reek

32 Ocean
33 Sun god
34 Per1ect

5 Dawn

36 Tranquil

6 Teutonic
deity
7 Actor Ayres
8 Frolic
9 Occupant
10 Hershiser of
the Dodgers
11 Marries

38 Pigpen
39 Catch sight
of
41 Chair
43 Spaghetti,
macaroni,
etc.

45
48
50
51
52
54
55
56
57

White poplar
Modifies
Worships
Filet of Hawaiian
rootstock
Waistcoat
Prophet
Still
Actual being

UTRAID

ll

VI

goddess

number

Answer to Previous Puzzle
HARD ALS
LOB
0BE
LI
TR8
ALE
T [DIACIR
ABLE
AINTS
EMIR
OE E N
LE
SE
E T GEE
RtiOUN NE PECEI
[1:1 RA
MIRA
ALTER
S UI
BROMIDE
LEER
CAST STO
SN I P
ELL CURSE

IMAM

16 Occidental
18 Imitates
22 Savory
23 Fastens
tightly
24 Torrid
25 Anger
27 Hawaiian
wreath

30 Manner
35 Cuddle up

36 Mast
37 Conduct
38 Cubic meters
40 Beef animal
42 Over
43 Free ticket

46 Smaller
amount
47 Italian
princely
family
49 Secret agent
50 River island
53 Faroe

44 Medicinal
plant

29 Muisel

Islands
whirlwind

"We're almost free, everyone! ... I just felt the
first drop of rain!"

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo, Inc

641 South, Murray

(502) 753- 617

**************
1984 Olds Cutlass Clem, 4
dr., white, loaded. #8234
-$?;090•00- -1,794)0.0CL
int3e0TOCI. .34,007091P17009•IX1 $4,500.00
*************

Financing Available

*/•***********
1978 Chevy
Suburban,
blue-white, 45.4 auto., air.
#6943 147900.00. -$BOXIG.M.

***********
**
1983 Chevy Malibu S.
gray, p.s., p.b., air, au .
41650 4),k909.00,

$271900•003271501hoo $2;4e910Q.
$2,000.00
************

DAILY MARKDOWN SALE

*************
1984 Chev. Cavalier Wagon,
gray, 4 dr., auto., AM/FM.
#8400 147900.02.-ste0c,ca
.
$3;109441 197200411

AN 01
THRO
LAND
ESTIN

$2,900.00
***************

Financing

Available

WHEF

WHEF

*************
1981 Chevy M.C., It. green,
p.s., p.b., air, auto. #4877
$3-,1)0044- 1117SEATOCI-

**************
1980 Chev. Monza, 2 dr.,
brown, auto. #9434 -ftraocuxi.
116442-- 1
"
.2:200:00
sr,see9a ST745040- $1,500.00

$371.06•01) 37317E/700fl700•00 $2,600.00

$2,800.00
*************

190309.00 13730,110itieGAG

5ectiou

are
Sil

**************

Section
$3£
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PEANUTS

Hi, CHUCK ..SORR'( TO
BOTHER YOU AT CAMP..
I WAS JUST WONDERING
IF YOU AND MARCIE ARE
NAVIN& A 6002 TIME...

YES, WE ARE .. WE
ALL. WENT 51.4.1IMMING
THIS MORNING..,

MARCIE 1-140 ON A
NEW RED SWIMSUIT..SHE
LOOKED REAL CUTE..

Sweetener produces no side effects

I CAN'T BELIEVE I
CALLED (OU, CPUCK

DR. GOTT

4

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

Section
ELM

tests. Remember that Tegretol, like lepsy — The 'Falling Sickness.- Othmany other medicines, may cause er readers who would like a copy
problems when taken with other pre- should send $1.25 with their name and
scription drugs. While on Tegretol, address to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland,
check with your doctor before taking OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
ANY other medicines. To give you the title.
more information, I am sending you a
0 1989 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
free copy of my Health Report "Epi-

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

1989 United Feature Synclocate Inc

Section
Bal
on

Section
tote
dedi
Section
mak

tots.

NANCY
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

ri6 VACATION TIME
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BEETLE BAILEY
THIS IS
VERY
ROMANTIC

WHAT'S ROMANTIC
ABOUT IT?

•
0
mk

46+

OH, THE SOFT
MUSIC, THE CANDLELIGHT, THE WAY
YOUR KNEE KEEPS...

toce
ANL a
-4110le

in 1

.,••• -41P
oi

EN I.
II No • NI 00

SLIDE OVER, WILL YOU?
I'M HALF FALLING OFF
THE SEAT

•

I

6-13

SLONDIE
SOMETIMES I FEEL LIKE
I CAN'T TAKE
CONSTRUCTIVE CraiTicism

MIND YOUR OWN
BUSINESS!!

1))

?utrTHE PHANTOM

DEAR DR. GOTT: I know aspartame (NutraSweet) is not dangerous,
but does it have any minor side effects, such as constipation?
DEAR READER: Recent studies
have shown that aspartame produces
no side effects. It is a white, crystalline powder that is about 180 times
sweeter than sugar and contains no
calories. People with phenylketonuria, or PKU,a congenital inability to
metabolize certain amino acids,
should avoid aspartame because it reacts badly in the body. Otherwise, the
artificial sweetener is harmless and
will not cause constipation.
DEAR DR. GOTT: On occasion I
must manually remove fecal matter
from my anus. I'm concerned that if I
become too crippled in the future
from my arthritis, rheumatism and
bronchiectasis, that a nurse or attendant might have to do this for me. Is
this procedure harmful? I'm too embarrassed to ask my own doctor this
question.
DEAR READER: As people age,
modify their diets and become less
physically active, they tend to become constipated. The situation can
readily progress to impaction, when a
person is unable to expel a large mass
of fecal matter that becomes trapped
in the rectum. In this case, the feces
must be broken up manually before
they can be passed. The procedure is
harmless but unpleasant. However,
doctors, nurses and medical attendants are usually well-versed in ways
to do this.
Prevention is the key. Speak to your
doctor about ways to prevent impaction. Your options include: bran, stool
softeners, mild laxatives — or in a
pinch — enemas. You needn't feel
embarrassed about sharing your concerns with your doctor. He or she is
trained to respond to this kind of situation and relieve your apprehension
by suggesting ways to solve your
problems.
DEAR DR. GOTT: In 1988 I had a
seizure my doctor described as idiopathic. Can you tell me exactly what
this is and also tell me about my Tegretol prescription?
DEAR READER: Idiopathic simply means
no known cause." Some
seizures are caused by infection, tumors or toxic drugs By labeling your
seizures "idiopathic," the doctor has
evidently dismissed these possibilities. You may have epilepsy, a condition in which periodic disruption of
the brain's electrical rhythm produces uncontrolla
with ble muscle-movements,
or
without
unconsciousness
Tegretol is an effective anti-convulsant and is appropriate treatment
for epilepsy Its use should be closely
supervised by the doctor, because Tegretol sometimes causes side effects,
including anemia, rash, fainting,
pulse irregularities, liver inflammation and kidney disease. In order to
monitor the drug's effect, your doctor
,,will want to obtain periodic blood

ii:$40,11-21.100:4111
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ORDIANCE NO. 89-894
AN ORDINANCE CREATING A FOURWAY STOP AT THE INTERSECTION OF
POPLAR AND EIGHTH STREETS.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,
AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
SECTION 1. The intersection of Eighth
and Poplar Streets is hereby designated as a fourway stop intersection and all vehicles are required
to come to a complete stop prior to entering such
intessection.
SECTION 2. The street Department is
hereby directed to, as soon as possible, install
appropriate traffic control devices (stop signs) to
comply with the four-way stop created herein .
SECTION 3.
Poplar Street between
Eighth and Ninth Streets is hereby designated as a
hospital/school zone with a maximun speed limit
of 25 m.p.h.
SECTION 4. Any person violating this
ordinance shall, upon conviction, be guilty of a
misdemeanor and subject to the penalities prescribed in KRS 189.990
APPROVED ON THE FIRST READING ON
THE 25 DAY OF MAY, 1989.
APPROVED ON THE SECOND READING
ON THE 8 DAY OF JUNE, 1989.
CHARLES S. FOSTER, MAYOR
JO CRASS, CITY CLERK

INVITATION
TO BID
The Calloway County
Fiscal Court of Calloway
County, Murray, Kentucky, will accept bids to
purchase one (1) front
end loader, new or used
and one (1) side mower,
new or used. Trade-ins to
be considered on both.
Bids to be returned by
June 29, 1989, by 1:00
p.m.. to the office of the
Judge/Executive George
H. Weaks in the Calloway County Courthouse,
Murray, Kentucky. The
Fiscal Court reserves the
nght to accept or reject
any and all bids. Specifications Me available in
the County Judge's office
in the Calloway County
Courthouse,
Murray.
Kentucky.
George H. Weeks
JodgelExecotive
Calloway County
Murray, Kentucky

INTERESTED in bodge?
Lessons will begin September 1 Call 753-1748

SALE
AS-IS NV IIERE-IS

Spas
Spa Enclosures
Personal Sauna
Tanning Booth
Toning Table
Pool & Spa
Water Clearifers

Murray
Hot Tubs
115 So. 13th St.
Murray. Ky. 42071

Classified
Advertisers...

Attest: ,

Check
Your Ads!
14

Please
check
the first insertion
ofeach ofyour ads
for errors. Report
all errors to the
Classified Advertising Department
as soon as possible so that we may
make the necessary
changes
promptly.
The
Murray Ledger&
Times will be responsible for errors in the first
Insertion only.

CAR(
COI

Top
New
Fun
Collect
Gtf

Lamp
Silk
753
GLIDDEN L.
5 gal can !
Black's Deo
701 S 4th

Call 753-1916

HOST (0
Cleaner, thi
way to dry
yourself Re
use Host
Black's Deo
701 South 4
ray, Ky 75:

KIDS' Kids' Kids', 804 Coldwater Rd Come for 20%
off storewide by saying "August 23" Cash sales Sale
through June 17

LYNDA'S Pretty Punch
Embroidery Shop - All supplies, plain sweatshirts,
funished products, gift
items. But 2 patterns, get
3rd Free! Free classes
Sale on ladles' purses 2
mites west of Hazel, State
Line Road 893 492-8580,

Al
1. Ber
sa‘d
Sul
2. Ber
exc

FATHER'S Day Special'
8mm film transferred to
video tape Only 6e per foot
with this ad' Expires June
18 Call Donna Darnell
Video Production Specialties 759-9246,

Ma,
3. Ben

Lease For Less At
1AYLOR
CHEVROLET
1959 Camero $240 56 mo.'
Call Gene at 75326t7
Pius Tax, Title I License.
44 Mo Closed End Lease

plai
sur

BENI
Certified Essex
Seed Beans
•

S9 bushel

Tommy West
435-4597

'

AND LE
HAVE

TUESDAY, JUNE 13, 111•9

CLASSIFIEDS
010

Leoal
Notice

fil

Lege
Notice

Mtirray Ledger & Times

010

LAO
Notice

01.0

too

Legal
Notice

Livid
Nodes

I

155

lietp
Wanted

AppNances

FEDERAL Jobs Earn
519,654 to 72,500 a year
All
occupations
(717)327-5341 Dept
EB-64

City Of Murray Budget
FY 89-90

HELP care for healthy el
deny lady Pleasant country home Room, board and
salary Call 753-0946 between 9A M Noon

Police Dept 8.35954
33%,

Fire Dept 817703
32%

Animal Control
33298 1%
Plan/Engineer 78800
3%

\

Street Dept 224187
9%

General Govt 371582
14%

Special Approp 283608
11%

ORDINANCE NUMBER 89-895
AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING THE CITY OF
MURRAY,KENTUCKY ANNUAL BUDGET FOR
THE PERIOD JULY 1, 1989
THROUGH JUNE 30,1990 FOR THE GENERAL
FUND,CEMETERY FUND,MUNICIPAL AID TAX
FUND,SANTITATION,
LANDFILL AND CENTRAL GARAGE DIVISI
ONS, NATURAL GAS SYSTEM AND WATER
AND SEWER SYSTEM BY
ESTIMATING REVENUES AND APPROPRIAT
ING FUNDS FOR THE OPERATION OF
CITY GOVERNMENT.
WHEREAS, an annual budget proposal has been
presented by the Mayor to the City Council, and
WHEREAS, the Finance
Committee, Murray City Council, has reviewed the propose
d budget and made any necessary modifications;
NOW,THEREFORE,BE rr ORDAINED BY THE MURR
AY CITY COUNCIL,COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY,
AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:

5ectionl.

For operation ofthe City of Murray General Fund total
revenues in the amount of $2,366,852 with a Fund Balance
of $375,000
are hereby appropriated for total expenditures in the amount
of $2,575,482 leaving a Fund Balance on June 30, 1990
in the amount of
$166,370.

Section H, For operation of the City of Murray Cemete
ry total revenues in the amount of $16,000 with a Fund
Balance in the amount of
$38,000 are hereby appropriated for total expenditures
in the amount of $35,900 leaving a Fund Balance on
June 30, 1990 in the
amount of $18,100.
Section III. For operations under the Municipal
Aid Tax Fund total revenues in the amount of $181,6
40 with a Fund Balance in the
amount of $80.674 are hereby appropriated for total expendi
tures in the amount of $237,500 leaving a Fund Balance
on June 30, 1990
in the amount of $24,814.
For operation of the Sanitation, Landfill and Central
Garage Divisions total revenues in the amount of$961,5
Balance in the amount of $650,000 are hereby appropr
00 with a Fund
iated for total expenditures in the amount of $1,141,975
leaving a Fund Balance
on June 30, 1990 in the amount of $469,525.

5ection V. For operations of the Murray Natural
Gas System operating gross revenues of $837,520 plus
other income of $225,000 make
total revenues after gas purchase costs of $1,062,
500. Appropriations for operating expenses in the amount
of $822,000 plus other
deductions of $140,000 make a total of $962,0
00 leaving a net operating income of $100,520.
Section'IL For operations of Murray Water and
Sewer System operating gross revenues of $1,836,200 plus
other income of S192,000
make total revenues of $2,028,200. Appropriations
for operating expenses of $1,355,000 pins other deducti
ons of $913,400 make a
total of $2,268,400 leaving a net operating cost
of ($240,200) after non cash deduction deprecia
tion.
5ection VII, This budget contains a 2% salary increase for employ
ees under the CERS Hazardous Duty Retirement and a 4
salary increase for employees under the CERS
- 6 percent
Non-Hazardous Retirement.
sicusuLyius 'This budget contains a 1 - 4 percent appropriation
to each of the referenced departments for merit salary increase
s.
5ectIon IX. The attached line item revenues and line item expenditures
of
each
City
of
Murray
Departm
ent
and
Division are hereby
adopted effective July 1, 1989 and shall not be
changed except by ordinance amendment.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
25 day of May, 1989.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
8 day of June, 1989.
Charles S. Foster, Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk
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Notice

CAROLYN'S
CORNER
Bel-Air Center
Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture
Collectible Dolls
Gfftware
Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers
753-9234
GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $29.99 Get at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S. 4th St., Murray.
HOST (Dry) Carpet
Cleaner, the professional
way to dry clean carpet
yourself. Rent the easy-touse Host machine at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 South 4th Street, Murray, Ky 753-0839

060
Notice

COUNTRY Jean's: 5 miles
94E, 759-1062, Fridays
4-6p.m., Saturdays
10a.rn -4p.m. Jeans for
men & misses, jrs. & women. Lee, Levis, Jordache,
Lawman, and many more.
Blouses, shorts, tops, jackets, some jeans /
1
2 price,
sizes 3-20 and 32-40 waist
sizes
GLASS Repair and Replacement Work Auto
glass, plate glass. window
glass, glass table tops, mirrors, storm windows and
screens repaired M & G
Complete Glass Co , Dixieland Center, Phone
753-0180

1989 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible. You will
be required to pay
even more of the
bill. In fact, if you go
to the hospital, you
or your insurance
will have to pay the
first $560.00 before
Medicare pays anything. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Key MiniWarehouses
Hwy. 121 South
Sizes from 5x10 to 10x30
753-5562 If no answer:

753-6078, 753-0996

SOME PEOPLE
ARE LEARNING!
1. Bennett & Associates can
save you money on Medicare
Supplement Insurance.
2. Bennett & Associates has
excellent rates and coverage on
Major Medical Insurance.
3. Bennett & Associates is the
place to get Nursing Home Insurance. '
CALL

"Our 26th Year"
SENIOR CITIZENS Not all
Medicare supplements are
alike. Compare. Find out all
about Medicare Catastrophic Care Call for your
free comparison today.
Bankers Life & Casualty,
603 South 4th Street,
753-3422

025
Personals

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
INSURANCE
AND

FOUND. Male, black and
tan, part Shepherd- part
Huskie, in Sinking Spring
area Call 435-4290
060
Help

Help
Wanted
EARN $600 or more weekly
.3tuffing envelopes at home
No experience. Send self
addressed stamped envelope to: P.0 Box 23189,
Detroit, MI 48223.

MEDICAL RECORDS
Transcribe coding, plus
other medical record duties 40 hours per week
Experience required Contact'Personnel Director
(901)642-1220 or send resume and salary require
ments to Personnel Department, Box 1030, Paris
Tennessee 38242

WAITRESSES Now taking
applications Apply in person only Valley Drive In,
Hwy 94 East

MEDICAL technologislRequires ASCP, MT, MLT
or equivalent. Must be willing to work in all areas of
the laboratory. Submit applications or resume to.
Personnel Office, Marshall
County Hospital, 503
George McClain Dr., Benton, KY 42025

Radiologie Technologist
Murray Calloway County
Hospital has a full-time

Director of Personnel
803 Poplar St.
Murray, KY 42071

753-5131 ext. 114.
EOE

RNs- LPNs Needed for
pediatric private duty cases
in Paris and Springville.
Tennalisee. m home. All
shifts'--reded.. Excellent
pay. Call Southern Health
Systems at (901)664-5709.
Equal Opportunity
Employer

Help
Wanted
Up to $600+ Per
Week. Sales people
needed to tour people around nice Ky.
Lake subdivision.
Must have own car.
TOP commission
paid daily &
weekly. Give us a
call at 436-5202.
We will train you!

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

CLEAN-UP man. expen
once necessary 753-1804

instruction

160

Homo
Furnishings

INSTRUC T ION

4,4szt.0LEARN 70 ORM

5 PIECE Living Roon
Suite Couch, chair, coftei,
table. 2 end tables, good
condition, $350 753 5484

TRACTOR-TRAILER

5-

•Poo

reaslaa
•DOT Colelkartaon
••ull oe powi-serne
won%
•Plece••••ro Oars
•Fbnancoem Ac
A railed.

COUCH & Chair Good
condition, earthtone colors
$75 Call after 6p m
437-4645

II

ALLIANCE

TRACTOR TRAILER
TRAsaNGGERITTRS
LEBANON TN
Call Talks'

NEW Furniture Ask for
Neal at Starks Brothers Mo
bile Homes 753-2922

1-800-334-1203

Position available,
full or part time.
Competative salary
and benefits, plus
annual scholarships
to LPN School
awarded to eligible
employees
interested in a career in
long term care.
Apply at:

Troin for

QUEEN -SIZE
WATERBEr., New free
flow rnpz..,•' V-1 :;ed only 2
A wood frame
(no t'iadboard), heater
also included $100 firm
Serious inquir.„- crly Call
753-49 -c_01.0`"..,25 or
759-103

Careers In

• AIRLINES
• CRUISE LINES
'TRAVEL

GENCIES

HOME STUDY/RES. TRAINING
*FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
*JOS PLAC1MENT ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728
A C T TRAVEL SCHOOL
Hdcms Pompano Bch EL

West View
Nursing Home

iao

QUEEN waterbed dark
wood 6 drawer pedestal
$150 Octagonal glass
wood, metal dining table
with 4 chairs, $100 6
couch, cream & khaki, $60
Call 753-4807 after 5p m
ROLL-A-BED and mattress 753-3752
•

1401 S. 16th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Want
To Buy

E.O.E. M/F

BROKEN or used VCRs
753-0530

SOFA Navy, good condition, $125 Call after 5p m
753-8878

BUYING: aluminum cans TWO pair
lined draw drapeWENDY'S is now accept- 50c lb., battery, scrap ries
with matching twin
ing applications for Mana- metal, copper and junk bedspre
ads, gold velvet,
gers and Assistant Mana- cars. KGA Rycycling like
new, $50 Call
gers in Western Kentucky. 492-8183 days, 498-8785 753-510
0 after 6p m
Restaurant experience pre- nights.
WATERBED King-sized,
ferred. Starting salary up to COMMERCIAL
floor buffer.
for sale $300. Call
$20,000. Send resume with Call 753-940
0
759-4644
work history and references to: Andrew Gordan WE buy scrap aluminum,
165
Area Supervisor, 303 She- copper, brass and alumilia Dr . Hopkinsville, KY num cans Call Balcan ReAntiques
cycling @ 753-0338
42240.
PUMP organ china ca
binet 753-1474 evenings
090
Articles
Situation
For Sale
140
Wanted
BATHROOM Fixtures
Farm
AMERICAN teacher cur- New! Tub/ shower
combiEquipment
rently living overseas de- nation, commode and
oak
4 ROW 330 Allis drill $300
sires house setting position vanity, $600 753-211
5
492-8240
July 5-Aug 8, would consider rental Doing gtadu- PAINTING Equipment:
ate work, references avail- Bink's airless spray rig with NH 851 baler hydrolic
able. Contact Chris at 8HP gas compressor, 150' new chain, $4,500 NH 273
of hose. 3 guns, on trailer, baler, $1,800 Deutz-Allis
812-985-3847
PTO driver rake. $2,000
$2,800 759-1987
BI-WEEKLY and weekly
Deutz-Allis 7' disc mower.
house and office cleaning T-SHIRT dresses, short $2.000 All shedded, clean.
Also, window cleaning Re- sleeve sweatshirts, tank good working condition
tops and shorts- at Faye s, 753-6870.
ferences supplied
514 Main, 753-7743
759-1578 or 753-4897
TROY-BILT Super Toma
BOOKKEEPER/ SECRET- XEROX copier 2830
hawk chipper shredder
ARY Formerly in construc- 753-5147, ask for Bub or 5HP, 1 year old, excellent
tion office. Can read blue- Gay
condition 492-8352
prints. Notary Public. Excellent references Phone
759-4880.
WILL mow lawns- any size,
reasonable rates Call after
5P.M Mon-Fri, anytime
weekends, Wayne 489-2342.
WILL sit with sick or elderly
nights. Experienced. References. Call for more information. 753-4590.

.SECRETARY
•EXECUT1VE SEC.
.WORD PROCESSOR

NURSING INSTRUCTOR

The rapidly growing Pennyrile Regional
Associate Degree Nursing Program offers
full-time teaching positions. Responsibilities
in this innovative quality nursing program
include teaching continuing education, student
guidance and advising. Clinical affiliation
includes a 401-bed regional teaching and
referral hospital.
A M.S.N. with community college experience is preferred. A 10-month annual appointment beginning in August offers a salary
dependent upon qualifications with generous
benefits and vacation plan.
The ongoing commitment, to expand the
nursing program,offers you progressive teaching methods augmented by the challenge of the
current nursing shortage.
Send resume to:

401AE STUDY +RES TRUNING

-FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
...10EI PLACEMENT ASSIST

Dr. James Kerley
Madisonville Community College
University Circle
Madisonville, KY 42431
FOE -

AAE

GARAGE
SALE
1.1 DAYS

NOW
INTERVIEWING...
for 4 hair stylists in
ultra modem
styling
salon Want to try a
new way to work"
,Paid
vacation, paid holi
days, medical, dental.
life insurance, store
discounts, profit shar
ing and excellent sal
any plus high commis
sion available to ex
penenced stylist with
or without customer
following in this area
For personal,
confidential interview
call:

759-9811
CONTEMPORARY 3bedroan,21/2 bath,on 1 acre wooded lot in
city 2500 square feet includes living roam, dining room, family
room with fireplace, large gane room and spacious deck, 2 car
garage, cathedral ceilings in master suite and living roan. Built in
1987 this is a 141:S1' TO SEE! call 753-7273 or 759-1446.

WASHER Heavy cluti
Maytag, good conditior,
$100 753-1913

110

7-3 Nurse
Aides

position available for radiologic
technologist.
Qualified applicants must
be registered with the
A.R.R.T. or be registry
eligible and possess current Kentucky certification. For more information contact:

SALES Management. Major, well established comEARN MONEY Reading pany selling top name
EASY Work! Excellent Pay
books! $30,000/ year in- brand product is expanding
Assemble products a
come potential. Details (1)- sales department and
home Call for information.
seeking individual with mi805-687-6000 Ext
504-641-8003 Ext 8047
nimum 5 years sales manY-10706
agement experience for
position of Sales Manager.
As Sales Manager selected
candidate will be responsible for sales and management plus directly supervise 8-10 professional
If you need any form of Life
sales representatives ExInsurance, IRA, Major Medical,
cellent career opportunity
for future growth and inMedicare Supplement or Nursing
creased responsibility with
Home Insurance just give us a call.
little or no overnight travel.
We will check with several
Earning potential $35,000.
Position includes: expense
companies to give you the best
account, incentive plan and
possible rate and benefits and
fringe benefits Send redeliver the information to you and
sume to P0. Box 1040-1,
Murray. Kentucky 42071
your home. If you decide to

Wanted

PRESSER Dress and shirt
presser, experience preferred Apply in person at
Boone's Cleaners 605
Main

FREEZER Sears 21 cu ft
chest type $200 Phone
753-6818

WILL do housecleaning
excellent references
753-3247

NIGHT Shift 3p m 7a m,
32 hours a week, $4 start
pay 753 2295

WAITRESS Needed Day
& night shifts Apply in person Homeplace Restaurant, 1906 Coldwater Rd

J C Penny
Styling Salon

LEARN WHATSO MANY OTHERS
HAVE ALREADY LEARNED.

753-7273

Lost
And Found

NEED kind Christian lady to
live-in with handicapped
lady (901)642-9354

LIFEGUARD Full-time and
part-time at a resort Call
354-9112 between 9a m. &
5p m

5ect1onIV,

020
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and ask for
Pam Puddle
Interviews
Tuesday, June 20
8:30 - 10:30 a.m.

Advertise your garage sale with the Ledger& Times on June 14th.
15th. 16th or 17th and save with our lowest prices of the year!
Regular price on garage sales is$7.50 per day. For a limited time
we&
are offering garage sales at $6.00 per day, with payment in advanc
e.
This offer is good only for June 14th through 17th and as always
deadline is 2 days in advance at 3 p.m.

Garage
Sate
Oat*
Time
Mace
iTam,,01.1'411,9st
to, sais.

Garage Sale Example
Please limit words
to 25 or less.

AMR

THE

MURRAY

LEDGER

& TIMES

TUESDAY, JUNE 13, 1989

CLASSIFIEDS
280
Fano
Equipment
686 IH, nice
492-8411.

Cal

320

Miscellaneous
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Aparlmeats
Foe Rot

3 BEDROOM Mobile
Home 3 miles east of Murray, private lot Call Lindsey
Beane
residence
436-2582

2 BEDROOOMS Furnished and unfurnished
1604 Wier, very nice, partial utilities paid Phone
753-0932 or 753-5898
3 BEDROOM Apartment
Central heat & air, stove,
refrigerator,'4 utilities, carport, $400 plus deposit.
Nice 1 bedroom apartment,
partly furnished, low utilities, $200 plus deposit, no
pets Days 753-1953,
nights 753-0870

Heating
And Cooling
AIR CONDITIONER
19,000 BTU, GE, $250
759-4864
AIR Conditioners For Sale
12,600 BTUs,$75 and $60
6,000 BTUs $65
753-7582
LARGE central air conditioner
Dill Electric
759-1577

LARGE, large, large selection of storage buildings in
stock for immediate delivery Acree Portable Buildings, Mayfield, Ky
502-247-7831
LEE'S Pools & Spas is
making pool care easier for
Murray! Chemicals, supplies, parts, paint and water
testing are available. Come
by C J 's Pool & Patio, 106
North 4th Street, 759-1911.

Will Sit
with elderly or
ill person.
Call

753-6298

12x52 UTILITY pole, ser
vice box,8 anchors blocks
underpinning, porch &
steps, furniture & appliances, 2 bedrooms, Inquire at Solo's Market,
Hwy 69 North, Cottage
Grove, Tennessee 38224

Rooms
For Rent

"r

Rosiness
Rentals

Houses
For Rent

Good Location.
753-4682 or
753-5870

1004 MAIN 5 rooms, 1
bath, carpeted, freezer,
stove, refrigerator, central
H/A, $300, $300 deposit
759-1265 after 4p m.

Commercial Bldg.

2 BEDROOM house for
rent, newly redecorated
753-4109

on Main Stmt. for rem.
4000 and 30x70
753-6111 Days
753-0606 Evenings.
"110
Want
To Rant
BUSINESSMAN and family
want to rent 3 bedroom
house in Murray as of August 1 Respond to Patricia
Phelps, Route 3 Box 320-B,
Dawson Springs, KY
42408 365-7069

Apartments
For Rent
1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment, close to university and hospital, some utilities paid Call 753-8756 or
753-4012
1 or 2 BEDROOM Apartment Fully furnished, heat
and water included Call
759-1743 or 759-1999

2 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment 4 mile from
campus water paid, $175 1
12x55, 2` BEDROOM person, $185 2 people
trailer, partially furnished, Available now No pets No
air $3800 436-2326 after children 753-5980
4P M.
2 BEDROOM apartment for
12x60 GRANVILLE 2 bed- rent, no pets Call 753-0521
or
rooms, all electric, mobile before 3 30p m
home for sale. $5,000 Call 753-9475
437-4940.
2 BEDROOMS Furnished,
1989 BUCCANEER 3 bed- washer & dryer, '4 block
rooms 2 baths Call from campus, 914 Coldwater Rd Water paid, no pets/
753-7181
children Available June 15.
24x60 DOUBLEWIDE $2501 month 753-5980
Nice trailer for sale Call
anytime 759-4629
DUPLEX 2 bedrooms
central H/A, stove, refrigerator no pets, lease 1909-B
Mobile
Westwood
$295
Hornes For Rent
753-5400 or 1-527-7382 af2 BEDROOM, 2 bath mo- ter 5p m
bile home Furnished, in- DUPLEX 2 bedrooms, in
cludes washer and dryer, Northwood. $295/ month
deck, garden $275 per 759-4406
month 753-7724
NICELY furnished 1,2 or 3
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished bedroom apartments loor unfurnished Some new cated near campus Also, 1
furniture, natural gas- house with 3 to 4 bed-electric, air conditioned rooms 753-0606 nights,
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
753-6111 days

414,,

2 BEDROOM House: Like
New! New appliances, gas
heat and air conditioning,
carpeted $300/ month plus
deposit, references, no
pets. 753-2376.
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath, brick
ranch home for rent. Central gas heating, central
electric cooling Located on
quiet residential street in
Murray $395/ month Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
3 BEDROOM, 14 bath
house near university DISCOUNTED rent is $340
753-8734
CUTE, clean, spacious, 3
bedroom, 14 bath house.
Gas heat and air, garage.
DISCOUNTED rent is
$410. 753-8734
380
Pets
& Supplies

$795 and up. Instant financing

Call
436-5202

Trenching

(installation & repair)

Water Line
Installation

Gene Steely
Backhoe Service
753-6156
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Used
Cant

1982 HONDA GL 500 Interstate Silverwing, $1,500
354-8471

1981 CUTLASS Cruiser
SW good condition Call
759 4805

1983 HONDA 650 Night
Hawk $1,500, sharp
753-8061

1984 HONDA CRX Fully
loaded, excellent condition,
62.000 miles, $4,000
753-3947 before 4p m or
753-4123 after 4p.m
1985 MAZDA 626 LX 1
owner, sharp, must sell
753-6125, 753-2615

350 CHEVY and used motors to fit most anything
Many used transmissions
Hear them run We will
,nstall any used parts
Chevy Shop 641 North,
753-4184

Now Ws

3 BEDROOM house in
country priced in lower
$20s 753-9866
3 BEDROOMS, V4 baths,
1115 Circarama, redecorated, by appointment
759-1401

Taylor
Dan
Toe Free F -800-325-3229
1966 CORVAIR 4-door
Monza, automatic. A/C
49,XXX miles 753-3429
1977 OLDSMOBILE 98
Regency Clean, inside and
out, good running, all extras
working Phone 753-7427
after 3p m Can be seen at
726 Fairlane Dr

BY Owner: 3 bedroom
brick, large living room with
fireplace, den, utility, all
carpeted, mini-blinds, outbuilding, 12/10 acres on 94
West,
miles from Murray. $46,500. Must sell!
Make offer. 759-1987.
8 ROOM House: 2 bedrooms, carpet, cedar
panelled, carport, 20x26
garage, fenced, outbuilding, fruit trees, 1 acre or 3,
has spots for trailer hookups if wanted to use for
rental property. Phone
753-3279 5.30-8a m or after 6p m.

Rent A Car
From Us At

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S. 12

130
Real
Estate
4,000 SQUARE Ft. Building Ideally located for menu lecturing , wholesale
supply, fitness center, factory outlet, child day care,
church or rental storage
purposes Well insulated
and equipped with 4 offices. 2 restrooms, adequate parking, all city utilities
and room for expansion
Priced for quick sale Offers
appreciated
Call
(502)759-9439 after Sp m,
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
75 3 - 1 2 2 2 , toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext.
711L
RESIDENTIAL/
Commercial/ 8 Waterfront
property Call Lile Real Estate (502)354-6338 or
(502)474-8891
tar
Lots
For Saki
21 ACRE hill 10 mule view of
tree tops (triangle bound by
3 roads) center Marshall
County Look down on Benton's kghts I Deer and wild
turkey No building
$82,500 Joe W Nanney,
753-9622/ 527-7864

PRICE just reduced on this
4 bedroom brick home,
convenient to elementary
school and MSU A great
investment offered now in
the low 60s. Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
WELL Constructed'
30,000+ sq.11. brick home
on nice, conveniently located lot; 2-4 potential bedrooms; detached 2-car garage, large ,rooms, many
extras- 2 fireplaces, spacious sun room opening on
to professionally landscaped deck/ patio/ & privacy area, lots of storage,
workshop space available.
1017 Sharpe Street Adjoining rental house available at 1023 Sharpe Street.
Call (weekdays) 753-1268
or (nights & weekends)
753-1863 for appointment

901-642-3900
Hwy. 79 W. — Parts

1986 MONTE Carlo 350
V-8, AT, A/C, PW, 63,000
miles, sport wheels and
new tires, $5,775
492-8884
1989 PLYMOUTH Reliant:
4-door, white, red interior,
PS, PB, air, low mileage,
extra sharp 753-5216.

753-4961

1981 DATSUN 200 SX
5-speed, has all options,
excellent condition Call
759-1414 after 5p m
1981 MONTE Carlo, green
Residence 220 South 13th
St Phone 753-3922 or
753-1722
1981 OLDS Toranado
Loaded, new tires, must
sell Call 753-2499 after
5p.m
1982 REGAL Summerset
Limited' Fully loaded, Ttops, extra nice 753-0509
759-1543
1983 BUICK Regal 4-door,
V-6 steering, brakes and
air, 50,000 actual miles
759-4059 after 5p m
1983 BUICK Electra Limited, all power 753-4974
1983 GRAND Prix: Nice
car, only $2,000. 1985
Dodge Mini Van: Custom
interior, $6,000. 759-9921
or 753-9572.
1984 CHRYSLER LAZER:
A/C, tilt, AM-FM cassette,
PS, PB 753-4993 after
4p.m.

Weak Credit?
Bad Credit?
We Finance.
Buy Here. Pay Here.

495
Vans
1988 CHEVROLET van
5200 miles, AM/FM stereo
TV, CB, raised roof, rea
A/C $16,500. Cal
753-9237 after 6P M.
24' MOVING Van Excellent condition for sale or
trade Mayfield, 247-2367
500
Used
Trucks
1986 FORD Bronco II 4x4:
Eddie Bauer edition, touchtone shift, automatic overdrive transmission, A/C, PW,
PL, rear defogger/ wiper,
AM/FM stereo cassette radio, new Michelin tires. Still
has 36 more months of
factory warranty EST+.
17,170 original miles, 1
owner, local. Call 759-9922
or 759-9630
1986 FORD Ranger XL
Pick-up' Long wheel base,
V-6, 5-speed, air conditioning, AM/FM radio, 41,XXX
miles. Call 753-4201 before
1.30p.m.
510
Campers
1979 28', AIR, awning, excellent condition, $5,500 or
best offer 759-1987
29' AIRSTREAM: Rear
bath, awning all around,
like new inside and out.
753-0114.

Cars From
$500-$3,000
S25-$35 Per Week
or Payments
Every 2 Weeks

MOVING
SALE

OWNER wants offer on this
spacious 3 bedroom,2 bath
brick home at 1712 Ryan
Ave. Central HA, den with
fireplace, great location
Reduced to $57,000.
Phone Kopperud Realty
753-1222

New & Used
GM Executives &
Program Vehicles

1979 OLDS Cutlass, $950
753-2115.

3 BEDROOM Brick: 1 acre
wooded lot, 5 miles from
Murray, Cherry Corner
area Call 753-8872.
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath brick
on 2 acres, 6 miles from
town off 121 North on
paved road Central heat
and air, cablevision, den,
$45,000 Shown by appointment only. Owner
wants offers 753-6825,
leave message.

Chevrolet, Oldsmobde,
Cadllx, Ix. of
Peris, TN

20 Cars
to Choose from.

USED EQUIPMENT 2500
watt generator, 20'
Carefree awning Reese &
Easy Lift hitches and sway
controls, other misc trailer
equipment 753-0114

Call Sammy

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S. 12th
Murray, KY

Phone
753-4961

14' ALUMINUM boat, 20HP
electric start, trolling motor
and locator Trailer with
custom cover 354-8586.
14' EXTRA wide John,
25HP Johnson and trailer,
$800 753-4828

530
Serikee
Mitred

Services
Wert&

1976
Fabuglas
Boat

H&H CONSTRUCTION
Roofing, painting, concrete
and tree trimming 20 years
experience Free estimate
Quality work 474-0107

SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models,
home and industry. Call
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674, Hwy 121 North,
Stella, Ky

16 ft, tri-hull, open
bow, 85 HP, Mercury
outboard engine, accessories available.

3100
Phone: 753-8788
After 5:00
1980 MODEL Courgar
Boat 85 horse power Mercury motor and Cobra
trailer, power trim, $2,500
Call 753-5100 after 6p m

Beautiful 2700 sq. ft. brick home on 3 or 6
acres, 5 minutes from town, 3 bedroom, 2
bath, quality built in every way, gas heat.

work at a price you can
afford 24 hour service. No
charge service call. Runyon Electric Service
759-9682.
ELECTRICAL Contractor
Positions for experienced
commercial electricians
and good helpers. 18
month project. Must be willing to 'work". Contact Mike
Morris, Department for Employment Service, 1210
Johnson Blvd., Murray.
FAMILY Lawn Care: Now in
its 2nd year! Specializing in
lawn maintenance, including hedges and shrubbery
Also hauling Now serving
county and city 100!, off for
Senior Citizens Call now
for dependable service.
Free estimates 492-8838

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

Charlie Jennings - 753-8673
Greg Mayall • 753-7617

FOR most any type driveway white rock also, any
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 Of 753-6763.

Mattress Sale

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-5895 Of 436-2642

Good Selection
Simmons Beauty Rest
Twin-Full-Queen Size

GRASS Cut Quick, inexpensive, helps college
fund Call Clint 759-1830.

470

INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
LANDSCAPING, bushhogging, leveling driveways
and buildings flower beds
436-5430
L A 'S Stump Removal
Free estimates Call
489-2862

SHEETROCK hanging
new or repair, 489-2117
SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474-2366
or 437-4113
SIRESS Roofing Free estimates Guaranteed work
15 years experience
437-4752

LICENSED electrician, re- SMALL engine repair
sidential and commercial. 436-5895 436-2642
Air conditioning. Sales and
SUREWAY Tree Serviceservice. Gas installation
Topping, pruning, tree re1983 PROCRAFT 1750:
and repair for natural and
moval Aerial bucket truck
1983 Mercury 150, hot-foot
LP. Fred's Repair
Fully insured for your prothrottle, 12/24 trolling mo753-7203
tection. Stump removal
tor, 2 Lowrance depth finwith no lawn damage Free
ders, instrumentation, LICENSED electrician
$7,100 436-2863
James Gallimore electrical estimates. No obligations
service Commercial and 753-5484.
1988 24' STARCRAFT
residential Fast, courteous
Pontoon Boat 1988 70HP
TELEPHONE wiring- jacks
service. 759-1835
Evinrude engine and trailer
installed- phones movedused very few hours MITCHELL PAVING: 30 residence and business(502)354-6010, Aurora, Ky. years experience. Hauling/ experienced Call Bobby
excavating, seal coating Wade 753-2220.
and striping. For estimate
VCR REPAIR. Wood VCR
530
call Rocky, Guy, or R.B
Service Center, cleaningSenrices
753-1537.
servicing $15; most repairs
Offered
MOBILE HOME Specialist- $35; all brands 3rd Street,
A-1 TREE Service & Stump repair, leveling, underpin- Almo, 753-0530
Removal: 50' aerial bucket ning, set-ups, tear-downs,
truck. Spraying and feed- roofs, floors, plumbing, wir- WET BASEMENT? We
ing. 35 years experience. ing, washing, hurricane make wet basements dry
Work completely guaranGlen Joiner owner. Call straps. 436-5255.
teed. Call or write Morgan
753-0906. Free Estimates,
MOODY Mower Repair. Construction Company,
APPLIANCE REPAIR. We Pick-up and delivery, all Route 2 Box 409-A, PaduService: dishwashers, dis- work guaranteed. cah, KY 42001 or call
posals, ranges, ovens, re- 753-5668.
1-442-7026
frigerators, washers &
dryers. Service on most NEW homes built, decks
* Four Star*
makes and models. G.E. and additions. Hourly or
contract
435-4306
factory trained. The ApMobile Home
pliance Works, Dr. Rob Ma- PAINTING:
Parts & Service
Quality workson Rd., Hwy 783, manship, references, free
Doors and Knobs
753-2455.
estimates. Call Craig at
$84.95 and up
APPLIANCE SERVICE. 436-5245.
Exterior Windows
Kenmore, Westinghouse, PLUMBING repairman
Bath & Garden Tubs
with
Whirlpool. 29 years experi- same
T-Loc Vinyl Skirting
day service. Call
ence. Parts and service, 436-5255.
Straps & anchoring
Used Appliances. Bobby
RoOts Koch Sealed
Hopper, 753-4872 or PORCHES and decks and
Repair & replace siding
remodeling. Call G & A
436-5848.
Construction. 436-2617.
phone
ATKINS & Carrico Painting:
(502) 492-8488
Free estimates with over 20 PROFESSIONAL Lawn
Hwy. 641 N. Hazel
years experience. Call Care Reasonable rates
Custom built decks
354-8985 or 437-4221 after 759-4440 evenings.
Lattice or bannister
5p.m.
ROCKY COLSON Home
4x8 $240
BRICK, block and con- Repair. Roofing, siding,
6x10 $325
crete, basements, founda- painting, plumbing, con10x 16 $660
tions, driveways, sidew- crete Free estimates Call
alks, patios. Free esti- 474-2307 or 753-6973
WILL do plumbing installa
mates. Chimneys new and
SAND Blasting Call Craig tion 8 repairs All guaran
repaired. 28 years experiat 436-5245
teed. Free estimates
ence 753-5476.
Phone 753-3247 or
LAWN Mowing Service 10
753-1308
CONCRETE driveways,
years experience Any type
slabs & blockwork Tipton
of lawn care 436-2744 or YARDS mowed, trimmed
759-9731
436-5211
753-5476
CONTRACTOR- Portable
storage buildings, pole
barns, general home improvement. Quality work for
less. Free estimates. 8'x 12'
for $585 489-2663
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:
DUANE & Tracy Hauling
Service We will load, haul
Custom Woodworking
and pay dumping fees Will
go anywhere Call anytime
753-0820
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
ELECTRICIAN: Quality

FARLEY'S Roofing, Remodeling and Plumbing
Call after 5p.m. 753-9785
FOR SALE BY BUILDER

5.10

Boas
& Motors

Very Clean Boat

1985 PONTIAC Bonneville
LE 50,000 miles, tilt steering, cruise, power locks,
AM/FM stereo, rear defroster, $4,600 437-4723

Homes
For Sale
3 BEDROOM aluminum
siding, low heating bills,
front sunporch, built-in utility porch, on large lot Price
negotiable Call 345-2642
or (618)543-9476.

520

Motorcycles

460

A-1 HOME With Acreage:
Lovely 3 bedroom, 1'4
GERMAN Shepherd Pup- bath, brick home with appies AKC, 10 weeks old
proximately 28 acres.
(901)644-1201
Fenced, barn, machinery
GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513 shed, pond. Excellent condition, beautifully decorColdwater
Road,
ated.
Desireable location
753-6756 Clean, new,
modern facilty The ulti- for town and lake. In the
mate for all your pet's $80s. Less acreage optional 753-6870.
grooming needs
HORSE
Saddles, BY Owner 3 bedrooms, 1
bath, Keenland Dr Re436-2455
duced! Appointment only.
PUPPIES . AKC Registered 474-2342
Cocker Spaniels, $100
each. UKC Registered Rat EDINBOROUGH Drive:
Terriers, $75 each. Days Pool, new central gas unit.
352-3224, nights 753-2280.
352 2416.
LOVELY lakefront home in
Center Ridge Subdivision.
410
Beautiful lake view and priPublic
vate boat dock with year
Sale
round water. Situated on
large wooded lot. Offered at
$70,000 through Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222

Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs.
June 13-15
8a.m.-5p.m.
113 South 10th
Street

.19C

Near Ky. Lake w/
city water, electricity, phone, &
swimming
pool.

DOG House 36" square
$30 Call 759-1073

Furniture, household
goods, 50 years of odds
& ends.

Septic Tank

Sewer Lines
Ditching

ROOMS For Rent: 1 block
from campus, utilities included, $125/ month
759-9645

Commercial
Building
For Rent

Anytime.

Mobile
Homes For Sale

5 ROOM Apartment Could
also be used for office
space Located at 703
South 4th St Call 753-0839
or 436-2935 after 5p m

Mobile
Home Lots
For Sale

130

GO carts, go carts, go carts!
5 HP single and double
seats Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center, Industrial Road
Call 759-9831
HOFFCO Lil Hoe Garden
Tiller only 25Ibs $22995
Keith's Lawn & Tractor Industrial Rd
Murray
759-9831

470

Mobile
Homes For Rent

Musical
USED spinet pianos, grand
pianos Used organs Baldwin. Conn, Hammond, Lowrey. Wurlitzer Lonardo
Piano Co , Paris, Tennes
see, next to Penney's

Mirrray Ledger & Times

409 SUNBURY-MURRAY-4Benfrx1 Bunny Brea,:

Three bedroom, 2 bath, quality built home with
office addition. Located on tree-shaded lot between Murray and Ky. Lake. $90's.

Pride of Ownership

Kopperud Realty
711 Nhdn SL

753-1222

Rental Income
Properties For Sale
•32 Unit Apartment Complex in
prime location just south of Main
Street on 12th Street(Hwy 641). All
units are 2-bedroom and have central electric heat and air.
•12 Unit Apartment Complex across
from MSU campus.

Motorcycles
1987 YAMAHA Banshi
Perfect condition, Moto
cross boots and helmet
Call after 5p m 753-0523
450 HONDA Night Hawk
86 model. 3,000+ miles
436-2997

Firm

ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
brands' Keith's Lawn &
Tractor. Industrial Rd , Murray 759-9831
COME see the world's
most innovative line of Polans ATVs' Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd Murray 759-9831

t

Luxury
Firm

Extra
Firm

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400

Woodcrafters

HAND quilting, piecing and
alterations 435-4150

Galleries

HAULING. yard work, tree
removal, roofing, painting,
mowing Free estimates.
759-1683

hestnut

(fr.
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•8-Unit Apartment Building. Located
two blocks west of Murray State
University campus.
All units have great potentialfor higher
than present renL AU units hcive excel
Lent occupancy rate.
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CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
MENTORSHIP PROGRAM
'It's difficult to tell where
the School Ends and the Community Begins....

Calloway County Schools
Building Winners Now and For the Future

OE

WHAT IS THE MENTORSHIP PROGRAM?
The Mentorship Program, designed to bridge the
school and community into.a learning environment
for students, utilized personnel from 117 different
businesses and professions throughout Western
Kentucky. The Mentorship Program provided students with opportunities to learn through "handson" experiences. The Program provided personal
career and educational growth for the students
outside of the school building making it difficult to
tell where Calloway County High School ended and
the community began.

WHAT ARE THE PURPOSES
OF THE PROGRAM?

WHO IS A MENTOR?
A Mentor is a person of trust who serves as an
encourager and guide to a student in his or her
personal career and education growth and development. Unlike a role model,the mentor does not wish
for the student to imitate him or her; rather, the
mentor encourages the student to become all that he
or she can aspire to be.

WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE PROGRAM?

(1)To increase business and community involvement in related school curriculum and instructional
matters.
(2)To motivate and challenge students to excel in
their studies and to prepare for their futures.
(3) To foster a better understanding of the free
enterprise system.
(4) To develop a better understanding of public
agencies,community organizations,institutions and
the services they provide.

During the Spring semester of 1989, 211 senior
level students participated in the program. The
scheduled time and location for the Mentorship
experience was determined on an individual student
basis. The program was voluntary and required
parental permission and involvement. The participation was overwhelming with 211 out of215 seniors
participating during the initiation of the program.

WHAT WERE THE RESULTS?

A formal evaluation was conducted with individual evaluations on each studen
student evaluations of mentorship assignments and overall program effectivenes t from the mentors,
of program effectiveness and faculty perceptions and suggestions. Eighty-five s, parent evaluation
percent(85%)of the
parents and students rated the overall effectiveness of the program as
good or outstanding. One
hundred percent (100%) of the faculty, students, parents and mentors
recommended that the
Mentorship Program should be continued. Many of the students have receiv
ed
employment or permanent employment if they are not planning to pursue post offers for summer
-secondary education.
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The Calloway County High School Mentorship Program
wishes to
express appreciation to the following businesses for their
participation and assistance in establishing the Mentorship Pro
gram.
Apple Tree School
Art Craft Photography
B. F. Goodrich
Bank of Murray
Barkley Lake State Park
Beauty Box
Bolin & Lampkin, Attorneys-at-Law
Brass Lantern
Briggs & Stratton
Burton Young, D.M.D.
Calloway County Attorney's Office
Calloway County Schools
Calloway County Sheriffs Office
Charter Hospital - Paducah
Cleaver Construction Company
Computer Source
Cunningham's Auto Repair
Don Jones, Attorney
ERA - Heritage Realty
Ezell's Beauty School
Farm Bureau Insurance
Five Points Welding
Gary Haverstock, Attorney
Gene & Jo's Flowers
Hoffman's Nursery & Greenhouse
Holiday Inn
Holton, Melugin and Haverstock Insurance
Hopkinsville Federal Savings
Hudson Ag Services -- Woody Herndon, Pilot
Humane Society -- Animal Shelter
Hurt, Jones, Anderson & Jones, Attorneys
J.C. Penney
James Courtney, O.D.
Jerry's Custom Kitchen
Jim Adams IGA
Jim Kelly Farms
John Yezerski, M.D.
Joseph Rexroat, D.M.D.
Joy Waldrop - Coop.
Judy's of Murray, Inc.
Kenlake State Park
KY Department of Fish & Wildlife
KY`Dept. for Employment Services
KY State Police - Mayfield Post
Legislative Research Commission, Frankfort
Martin Marietta

Medical Claims Service
Mike Pierce, CPA
Motor Parts & Bearings
Murray Area Vocational Center
Murray Cablevision
Murray Calloway Chamber of Commerce
Murray Florist
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray Paving
Murray State University
Murray Supply
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
National Guard Armory
National Scouting Museum
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Paschall Truck Lines
People's Bank
Physical Medicine Services, Inc.
Playhouse in the Park
Republic Savings Bank
Richardson, Howe, Wilson, CPA's
Ro Ho's Service Center
Ross Insurance Agency
Safeguard America Incorporated
Shackelford, Thurman, Martin & Colson
Shirley's Showcase
Shoe Shack
South Central Bell
Southern States
State Government -- Freed Curd
Stephen Webber
Taylor Bus Sales
The Animal Clinic
Thornton's Heating & Air Conditioning
Tom Wagner
University of Northern Iowa
Vanderbilt Chemical Company
Wal-Mart
Wallis Drug Store
West Kentucky Youth Arts Festival
West KY Mental Health/Mental Retardation
Westside Veterinary Services
Westview Nursing Home
WPSD TV - Paducah
WSJP

3

THANK YOU
A special Thank You for the encouragement, planning and
initiation of the Calloway County High School Mentorship
Program is extended to the members of the Calloway County
Schools Public Relations Committee--
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Phil Bryan, Chairman

Martha Broach

Charlie Lassiter

Danny G. Cunningham

Sam Parker

Freed Curd

Pam Shay

Ray Dunn

David Tuck

Dick Fotsch

Joy Waldrop

T. C. Hargrove

Jan Wilson
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William Wilson}

Jim Kelly

Larry Wisehart
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Careers in the legal profession -- Gary Bayerstock, Attorney.

Careers in the health professions -- Westview
Nursing Home.
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Public relations and student recruitment -Murray State University, Phil Bryan.
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The phases of manufacturing -- Rick Scott,
Briggs & Stratton.
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Experiencing cosmetology -- Ezell's Beauty
School.
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• .... "'Efficient farm management -- Jim Kelly
Farms.
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Dr.John Yezerski providing practical experiences for students interested in pre-med.

High technology and automotive repair -- Ro
Ho's Service Center.

Computers and technology in higher education -- Murray State University.
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Promoting the Arts in Murray and Calloway
County -- Playhouse in the Park.
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Learning about careers in insurance and
securities -- Farm Bureau Insurance, Martha
Broach.
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The responsibilities of providing fair, effective media coverage -- Murray Ledger and
Times.
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Learning about real estate sales and management in Calloway County -- ERA Heritage
Realty, Chuck Williams, Broker.

Learning about building and construction -Cleaver Construction Co.
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Architecture and design for the future
-University of Northern Iowa, George
Pavelo
nis.
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Students experiencing one of many professions at the Murray Calloway County Hospital.

Selling the benefits of Murray and Calloway
County - Chamber of Commerce.

Learning about the operations of the Kentucky State Police -- Mayfield Post.

County Attorney,Robert O.Miller,discussing

county issues.

Building maintenance.
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Experiencing the daily operations of a legal
office.

Chemical engineering and plant manage-

ment - B. F. Goodrich, Calvert City.

Advertising and experiences in radio sales.

Learning the issues of law enforcement --

Calloway County Sheriffs Department.
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711 AC lot

Ilia Fern)
Hands-on welding experience.

Hotel/Food Management -- Boston Tea Party,
Holiday Inn,

Designing floral arrangements and learning
about the operation of a retail business -Judy's Florist of Murray.
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Experiencing the excitement of classroom
teaching.

Learning about the legal profession -- Donald
A. Jones, Law Office.

Experiences in social work services at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Technology in photography.

Protecting Kentucky's wildlife -- Vernon Anderson, Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife.

A future in aviation -- Woody Herndon,Pilot,
Hudson Ag. Service.

•••

Scott Winkler discusses issues of physical
therapy.

Understandingtheoperation ofa cable television system -- Murray Cablevision.

The changing world of photography -- Artcraft Photography.
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Creating a floral design -- Murray Florist.

Wonderful world ofelectronics and computer
repair.

Horticulture as a profession.
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CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
MENTORSHIP PROGRAM
'It's difficult to tell where
the School Ends and the Community Begins....
.44?0.41.

CO
PARENTS

FACULTY

1. "Great Program."

1. "Program has built self-confidence."

2. "Good experience for students to
become part of the real world."

2. "The Mentorship has provided connections between the classroom and
the real world."

3. "Only practical approach to education leading to employment, that I've
ever seen.
4. "Saved a year in college by not
pursuing wrong career."
5. "Has motivated my child to pursue
additional education."
6. "I wish I had this experience when I
was in school."

STUDENTS
1. "One ofthe most educational experiences I have ever had."
2. "Good experience."
3. "Helped to choose a career."

3. "The program has created a better
understanding of the free enterprise
system."

MENTORS
1. "Excellent idea."
2. "Well organized program."
3. "Program helps build students' selfconfidence."
4. 'Very positive opportunity for High
School students."
5. "I think this program is an excellent
way for students to gain exposure to
real-life job situations and evaluate
career opportunities."

4. "It was great."
5. "Good 'hands-on' experience."

Calloway County Board of Education Members
Robert McDaniel, Chairman
Rick Murdock, Vice Chairman
Walter Byars

T.C. Hargrove
Wayne Blackford

